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Blazons
Heily Rosa
Don’t touch the beans
To touch her beans is to ask for death
Don’t invade her space at any’s behest
Or else the feline who meows for sustenance
Quickly becomes your assassin
So pink, so plump, soft to the touch
Indeed, they are, Fiifii’s little toes
As she snores you can steal a poke
Maybe a squeeze or a stroke
Fiifii’s toe beans are mighty delightful
To launch herself on all surfaces
The beans are most useful
And after a long day’s acrobatics
She lays down to clean them
And start again the next day

Cindy Baez
Nose
A nose created in a dream,
the project of a visionary,
the color of cream,
this epitome of beauty.
It would twitch at the shift of flowers,
three gladiolas in a row.
At the sweet scent she purrs,
inhaling soft and slow.
Her finest trait,
featuring a septum pierced with fierce gold,
so slender and straight.
Of its purity I was almost sold;
the truth is rather nasty—
It is the product of rhinoplasty!
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Kousso Monnet
Kit-Kat Lady
Long and thin like winter’s grin
A tasty treat straight from within
Wrapped in gloves like paper red
Which of your fingers shall I wed?
Crunchy, sweet and wafer thin
A Kit-Kat bar for the win
The simple four could not suffice
I’ll take your five and bid your wife
Have a break? I do not need
So help me God before I feed
Melt in my mouth like summer’s day
So short but sweet you make me gay
Kit-Kat Lady won’t you please
Unwrap your bars and grant my ease?

Heavyn Thomas
A Hole in the Stomach
Circling inward yet coming out
It swirls around while some of it sprouts
It’s hard to tell when it will fully go in
So until then we’ll just pierce it with a pin
Some are hidden while some are always shown
It depends on whether the person is trying to glow
It looks like a donut hole when the belly is fat
Yet more of a spiral when the belly is flat
Different shades of black and white
It can even lead to beauty fights
Somewhat gone but always there
It’s hard to overlook once it starts growing hair
This hole in the stomach is like no other
Maybe one day it will get a brother
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Kaylynn Ceresa
What is the sun without light? I’ll ask thee.
What is the sun without light? I’ll ask thee.
Nothing, when you do not smile at me.
For your smile so clean and quite shiny
and your gap so unique, it makes me squeak.
How different you look; it’s quite a beauty,
your smile, almost a thousand roses,
although, it is yours that stands out to me.
They say it’s ugly, but each chip is good,
special are you for each cavity too;
beauty lies within and that is so true.
But your smile, gives me butterflies;
it brightens my day, it lights up a room.
So they can say what they want, it’s not true.
For I see all the beauties in your teeth.

Jayson Vu
Armpits
Her delightful endless pits of love are unmatched in their slumber;
They are perfumed by mother nature’s glands;
And nothing is like them in the heat of the summer;
As one whiffs the nuggets of clear liquid gold that has been panned.
They bring forth the pleasantries of a thousand angels;
And as her arms are released to flutter through the wind;
She stands center stage with her wings attracting all strangers;
As they find her feathers unconfined.
They awake those who are unaware of thy beauty;
And they provide for all the wishes one could ask for those who are near;
She holds the scent of being fruity;
Yet she hasn’t woken since last year.
Even better than any grip on thy hips,
Thy feathers within the deepest of pits are softer than thy ruby red lips.
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Iselle Diaz
A hole with no entrance
A hole with no entrance,
but a hole you can poke.
It can hide from the world,
or outward it can curl.
It’s as round as a diamond,
and as wide as a penny.
The bellybutton.
A scar gained from battle at birth,
where you struggled against sensory overload.
Your mother bestowed
the gift of you to me.
You better my miserable life.
That’s why I made you my wife.
Your bellybutton is my life.

Maimuna Kebbeh
Her eyes were as bright as the sun
Her eyes were as bright as the sun.
In the pupil you will gaze.
Her face so like a maze.
The lid her lashes lay upon.
Impeccable not to gaze.
Layer by layer they fold into
her lashes so long and so bold.
Her eyes the color of gold.
The brown reflection that comes
when the sun is laid upon it.
Impeccable is what they are.
The whiteness surrounded by the dark
with the brown in the middle.
Amazing is what her eyes are.
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Ariel Castillo
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Emmanual Hernandez
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Fiction: Vignettes
Cindy Baez
Shoes

The click-clack, clomp, and thump, of shoppers, tourists, and business people walking around echoes throughout the mall. A mother speed-walks behind her
stroller, causing her baby to grip his toes onto the seat. Her small flats have a loud
voice. Clomp, clomp, clomp, past Toys ‘R’ Us and clomp, clomp, clomp into Bath
and Body Works because mommy’s feet need a spa day. The slender and pointed
flats match the color of her skin. It appears to be an extension of her body, sharp and
uninviting. Her daggers point to a woman who almost bumps into her. Clomp, excuse me, clomp, watch where you’re going, clomp, Missy! Miss Heels quickly clickclacks past the 3-wicked candles, past the Vanilla Bean Noel collection, and straight
out the door. Her ankles wobble as she explains to her husband “Everyone is just so
mean to me!” His mahogany oxfords stand guard, protecting her 6 inch Louboutin
Lady Daf ’s from tumbling, and her from bursting into tears. The oxfords sway from
tip to heel, trying to design a plan to prevent his wife from reaching the “I just can’t
right now” stage of her fit. “Lunch?” Her heels hop cheerfully and the oxfords relax
after the husband’s sigh of relief. The oxfords follow the Louboutins in circles and
zig-zag throughout the food court, the beat of her steps matching her requests. Click,
quinoa chicken salad, clack, balsamic roasted cauliflower, click, spicy braised calamari, clack—her heels pull to a halt. “Chipotle!” Before the oxfords can react, the
Louboutins are click-clacking their way towards the guacamole and sofritas. The dim
lighting and the brown floors are no match against the bright red of the Louboutins.
They shine and sparkle, holding peoples’ attention from the brown rice down to the
lettuce. The oxfords finally catch up, resuming guard behind the bright, beautiful,
and ditzy Louboutins.

Heavyn Thomas

The Broken Mirror
It shows what I reflect. It reflects what I show. My face, my clothes, my body.
What it doesn’t show, though, is my mind, the thoughts I can’t seem to get out of
my head. The mirror is broken. I feel separated from society and even myself. I
don’t look how they want me to look. I don’t talk how they want me to talk. I don’t
act how they want me to act. Thoughts cloud my head about what I can do to fix
myself. How can I get them to accept me? Hmm maybe I should try makeup. Oh
yeah, definitely straighten my hair. Wear fitted clothes and show off my curves. After
finally building the courage to look, I step back into the broken mirror. It stares hard
at me in disgust. Honestly, I am disgusted with myself too. What in the world was
I thinking? I quickly grab a rag and begin to roughly scrub the makeup off my face
as if I’m trying to wash a stubborn stain off a pot. I unbutton the leg-gripping jeans
and toss them far away from me. I place my hands in the middle of my chest and rip
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my shirt in two, letting out a loud scream. It now lies on the floor dead and worthless. I softly press my feet against the cold, white shower floor. I turn around, lean
my head back and let my hair absorb every drop of water. I begin to feel my hair
shrink up and come alive. I can feel my confidence inflating like a bubble, growing
larger and larger. My smile touches my ears as I reach for my towel. I wrap it around
my body then I go on to lather my hair with a fruity smelling leave-in conditioner. I
throw on my favorite P.I.N.K sweatsuit and long, tan colored Uggs. I step back into
the broken mirror once again. My curls are popping and my skin is glowing bright
like a diamond. The mirror is fixed now. I am me. I am beautiful.

Carmen Dicent

The Ride

The train was always crowded in the early mornings. The sun started to rise from the
corner of the sky. The sky that had no color, bloomed with a bright orange like the
grease left behind in bowls of spaghetti. The train took its time as it went from stop
to stop. At every stop, people would get off and different people would get on. The
ride was always tiring and lonesome. Though the passengers varied every morning,
there was always the reliable three that Amelia saw every day. They would all get in
at different stops, but eventually all would get off at the same stop every morning.
The first of the group of peculiar strangers was a strong woman. She had long brown
curled hair. A very sharp expression and a face painted with makeup to highlight
her cat eyes. She always caught the attention of the passengers when she entered the
train. Her perfume followed her like a hidden partner. She always wore dresses. Her
impeccable beauty was what drew eyes to her, but Amelia was drawn to her shoes.
She had bright ruby red heels that shine in the light. Amelia noticed that the woman
always wore the same shoes just like the rest of the peculiar group of strangers. She
never changed her shoes whether it rained, snowed or flooded. Her ruby red heels
were always polished like jewels, were always the missing puzzle piece to the dresses
she wore. They were vibrant from afar, but upon closer inspection you could see the
gum that she had stepped on. The stains couldn’t be removed, nor the tiny holes on
the sole and the stitches which kept the heel together. Her ruby red heels barked at
anyone who looked at them... The second of the group was a thin man. He got on
the train a few stops after the strong woman. He was very loud and you could tell by
his shoes. He wore faded brown sandals that looked filthy and cheap, but announced
the bravado and sophistication in their steps to anyone who could hear them. The
sandals walked as if the train was their garden. A friendly neighbor here and there
would greet them but sometimes Amelia would see the trouble the sandals had gotten into. They had stepped into the wrong territory and you could see the scars on
the soles. The scrawny and yellow toes which they held had nails filled with dirt. The
thin man would always stand at the door, the sandals his guards against the world.
The faded brown sandals would always walk like kings, with a grace that couldn’t
be duplicated. They had the most elegant footsteps on the train and would step on
anyone who walked by them wrong... The last of the group of strangers was a feared
man. He had broad shoulders and a small head. Just like the other two strangers, he
always wore the same shoes. He wore black leather boots. His footsteps could be
heard the instant he entered the train. PUM! PUM! PUM! sang his boots. His boots
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Shakira Rahman
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were always singing the same melody. PUM! PUM-PUM! PUM-PUM-PUM! They
sang every ride on the train. Amelia had noticed that his black boots were the first
ones to be there and the last to leave. They were never stained, dirtied, smudged, or
smeared. The black never faded or shined. The black boots were forever stuck in a
black and white photo. His boots dictated to the others on the train, stepping on
everyone and showing them how to walk the right way.

Shakera Rahman

Bonjour

As Emma stepped onto the American soil, she knew her whole world was
about to change. She wore a gray trench coat, and the color of her eyes was dark,
matching the color of her hair, which was tied up in a bun. Unfortunately, New York
was nothing as she imagined it would be. It was as if she had stepped onto a different planet. Everyone was speaking a language that sounded like gibberish to her and
the writing did not make any sense. She didn’t know what direction to go or who to
ask for help. A nine-hour plane ride could be very exhausting and all she wanted to
do at the moment was wash her face with some cold water. The only problem was
that Emma had no idea where the restroom was. She decided to ask someone, but
did not know who to ask for they all seemed to be in a hurry. A man who seemed
about 6 feet tall, dressed in a black suit, was walking toward her. When he was
close enough, Emma walked up to him and asked, “Excusez-moi. Où se trouvent
les toilettes?” He tilted his head while his brows made a crease in the middle of his
forehead. “I’m sorry ma’am, I only speak English,” he said as he continued to walk
in the opposite direction. She stood there, lost, confused, frightened. People walking
by looked at her with judgemental faces. New York was supposed to be the city of
hope, where all are welcomed—yet why did she feel like an alien? The hope for a
new life, a fresh start started slipping away. Her dreams seemed absurd and unrealistic. She walked towards the doors leading outside and exited the airport, shivering as
the cold winter breeze hit her. Emma, with her head down and shoulders slumped
forward, started walking in a random direction, going wherever the wind took her.
After walking for a few minutes she stopped to the smell of baked goods. As she
looked up, the thin string of hope she was struggling to hold on to strengthened its
grip. A smile formed on Emma’s face as she was able to read a sign which was hung
up on the glass doors of the bakery. A sign which made sense, in fact, it was a very
familiar word: bonjour.

Elijah William Diaz

The Word

There was one word in my house that nobody could speak. Worse than the
swears that I learned in school. Worse than the time Darryl stuck his middle finger
out at me and Mrs. Rosa threw him in detention. Nobody told me what the word
cancer meant until I asked my science teacher, Mr. Olivera. His gaze lowered from
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mine and grazed the floor, as if his pupils were granting the wood a new layer of
gloss. He told me how the cells in her body kept on multiplying without stopping.
I knew that couldn’t be it, though. It couldn’t be cancer when I could count the
bumps on Mama’s skin, and it was the same number every time. Five on her left
shoulder, eight on her right. I would count them every day, and make sure cancer
wouldn’t ever touch Mama. Cancer wasn’t something that got bigger every time
you turned back and looked. Cancer meant the bland arroz con gandules y pollo that
my dad started to make, and the silence in the room when he held Mama’s hand,
and the noisy sobbing that slipped through the walls and the doors. Cancer meant
Mama’s pretty hair gone, and reward of warm apple croissants in the hospital bakery
that my dad used to take us to. Cancer made me feel safe, because ever since my dad
told me about it Mama would cry every time she saw me, cry and hug me and kiss
me and tell me that she loved me. That was my favorite part about it. When my dad
told me that it finally spread too far, and it got to her, I didn’t believe him. I always
checked for it; I always made sure, I told him. Why would something that made
Mama hug me and kiss me and love me more take her away from me?

Iselle Diaz

Gladys Margarita Jacques-Feliz
Gladys Margarita Jacques-Feliz. A name that is too ethnic for the American
teachers at my new high school. Every time roll call comes around, a painful grimace graces my features, as I know the teacher is about to butcher my name. That’s
why I started going by Gladys Feliz. No more questions asked about why my name
is so long, or what country I’m from, because an “American kid would never have
a name like that.” I am ashamed of my name and the fact that I don’t know this
language that everyone claims is gold. “Maggy, tienes que aprender hablar Inglés. In
this country, without the skill of knowing this sacred language, you’ll get nowhere,”
my younger sister lectures me, trying to encourage me to learn English. But it’s
easier said than done. Back on our island, she was enrolled in a private school that
was already teaching her English; all my siblings were, except me. I was the only one
in public school, the only one who didn’t live with my father. Now I’m here in this
foreign country: no knowledge of its history, language, traditions, and culture. I am
a small fish in a humongous tank filled with great whites. I didn’t understand the
lessons my teachers presented day in and day out, and I couldn’t even communicate
with them to tell them I didn’t understand. I spoke to my counselor about placing
me in a bilingual class, but she claimed that I’ll quickly pick up the language, nevermind the fact that I was already 19. There was nothing left to do but to fail out of
school. I had no friends. My Spanish was completely different from those girls who
claimed they were Dominican as well. I was completely different. A blue jelly bean
in a bag of pink jelly beans. My inability to learn this language that causes piercing
jabs to my temples and makes my throat feel all dry and scratchy made me an outsider in my family, who quickly became “Americanized”. I was and still am the one
who cannot let go of my culture and language.
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Zahlaya James
The Ugliness of Beauty
My mother calls me the ugly child. The one whose nose is too wide to be
pretty like my sister Bella, and forehead too big to be called beautiful like my older
sister, Keva. She reminds me every day that no man would ever find or call me beautiful; that the rolls that make up my belly will continue to grow; that I will live my
miserable life alone. I begin to develop a shallower appreciation of beauty, leaving
my world into the hands of my Barbie dolls and Princess Television movie stars. I
become them so that I won’t have to live the life my mother pictures for me. My
stomach is hard and flat, and I can finally feel and see the hole in my stomach, my
belly button. My hair is flowy, thick, and long, compared to the strands of hair I had
left on my head from the clumps of it that relaxed in my palms after I pulled it out.
My complexion is a pale white, but not pale in a bad way. I have become accepted
not only by my mother, but society too. I have become who I wanted to be; I am
no longer ugly. I have a man who loves me; his name is Ken. My mama was wrong
after all. I am pretty like my sisters, Bella and Keva, except my name does not mean
beautiful, it has no meaning. Barbie, the one who has shaped the lives of many, is
who I came to be. I have led millions of girls towards eating disorders, body image
issues, physical transformations, and lowered confidence. I have brainwashed women
into believing it is the woman’s responsibility to watch what she eats and to get her
stomach as flat as the models seen in Paper magazine. It is her responsibility to wear
makeup everyday; trying to conceal her dark spots, her acne… her insecurities. She
must match or excel the beauty standards. It is her responsibility not to be her. She
must attack her hair with oils and sheen, and torture her beautiful natural curls
with the pressure of a brush behind a strand of it, and a blow dryer in front. She is
obligated to wear tight clothes to show off her curves. It is her responsibility to clean,
cook, and slave to a man who respects all her other responsibilities. But me, “I am
the one who leaves the table like a man, without putting back the chair or picking
up the plate.” My beauty is every part of me that nobody else has: my mind, my soul,
my heart. My only responsibility is to live the life of one, who is me.
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Tragedies
Kousso Monnet

The Tragic Tale of Tobi Brown
A bustling, lively place filled with people shopping frantically as if they had all
the money in the world to burn—this place was dubbed Fordham Road, and Tobi
Brown was its King. A compassionate and funny young man who could unite the
world with his words. Everyone loved him for his generosity and his tendency to put
his people before him. Modell’s would occasionally run out of stock for a certain pair
of sneakers and Tobi, with break-neck speed, would place a new order for them. All
the shops on Fordham Road prospered because of Tobi, and they often gifted him
with hats.
Tobi had a rather strong affinity for hats of all kinds. Snapbacks, caps, anything that could comfortably conceal his unattractive hairline during times of great
unkempt-ness. Tobi would do almost anything to add a new hat to his extensive
collection. Along the walls of his castle were shelves stacked with hats upon hats.
Some of them had never even seen the top of his head! He simply couldn’t help from
admiring the science behind hats, the dome structure on top, the way the tips of his
fingers ever so slightly bumped against the eight stitched half-circles on the bill. It
made him feel centered and whole.
It was only a few years until trouble began brewing on Fordham Road. The
stores started running out of business, the streets were becoming littered with
oil-spotted pizza plates, napkins, and wrappers. There was also an influx of crackheads that somehow had the brains to find their way from 3rd Avenue. There was one
thing the people wanted to know: Where was Tobi and what was he doing?! Their
beloved Tobi, dear and compassionate Tobi, was despairing.
Upon waking up one day and walking through his hall, he was astounded
to discover that one of his hats was missing! An empty spot in a row of perfectly
aligned headgear was enough for him to be in low spirits. He had to find it no
matter what, and for the first time since his coronation, Tobi forgot about his people.
With a clouded mind and poor judgment, Tobi set sail to 149st–Grand Concourse
where he was certain his enemy, Lord Simon, was holding his precious hat hostage.
In his absence, Tobi’s true enemy Callux was on the rise. He plunged Fordham Road
into darkness and destroyed Tobi’s hat collection as if they were just $20 pieces of
manufactured headgear. Callux was in power now.
Upon his return to Fordham Road, hat in tow, Tobi insisted his eyes were
deceiving him. The city was in ashes and so were his hats. His precious hats! Why
was he so naive, so blind? He lusted after his hat as if nothing else mattered. Even he
couldn’t fathom where dear and compassionate Tobi went. He was controlled by his
intense desire to retrieve his hat from Lord Simon that he never stopped to imagine
what would occur in his absence. He should have known Callux would be the one
to execute his demise. Ten years before he became King, he and Callux were inseparable. They lived together, ate together, had fun together. One day, Tobi passed up
Callux’s 336th birthday party to stand in line for the release for a new hat at Modell’s.
Callux despised Tobi after this. He even tried to date Tobi’s high school lover as revenge. He was extremely jealous about how everyone loved Tobi as King. There was
a time Tobi tried to make it up to Callux, but after finding out Callux was the one
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who spiked his fruit punch with laxatives, Tobi banished him to the Hostos–Lincoln
dungeon. Since then, Callux’s heart had been filled with nothing but animosity, and
he vowed to end Tobi’s reign. That vow became reality when he punched Tobi square
in the face, making his head hit the curb of the sidewalk. The King was down.
After being knocked down, Tobi’s lifeless body was carried away by the ashes
of his hats, all 656 of them, into the sky, beyond the clouds where he would never
be seen again. Legend has it that when Fordham Road is at its darkest hour, Tobi
Brown will come to its aid.

Elijah William Diaz

Fun Times in White Plains

“Did I just see what I think I saw?”
A young fry cook sauntered back and forth between the grill and the prep station in the White Plains McDonald’s, and the overbearing heat emanating from the
cast iron formed a palpable sweat on his forehead. Or maybe it was because of the
overbearing manager lurking behind his shoulder, suggesting each change in searing
and flipping, like autocorrect on meth.
Diane held the prestigious position of manager over this establishment, which
held the title for “Best Sales of the Quarter” for about six years. However, “held”
and “desired” require an important distinction. There may or may not have been a
number misread, a zero added, and a tape or two of whiteout dispensed. If it wasn’t
for those damn vegan hippies, who held protests against the otherwise successful
campaign of “100% Real Beef.”
The manager’s desk computer flashed red and white as she rushed by, reading:
“Appointment for Samuel: 6 p.m.”
“Yeah, might as well clock in early and say his appointment is at 4, so I can go
buy those boots I always wanted,” Diane surmised.
As she pressed her finger into the scanner, the fry cook began to interrogate her.
“Is your absence gonna show up on the schedule?”
“Oh, thank you!” Diane said. “You just reminded to me to edit the work schedule. She cheerfully ran to her desk and clicked her signature bright pink pen. “9...
to... 5,” she muttered underneath her breath.
After she left, she ran to the train station to catch the 5 train headed to Manhattan so she could stop to buy her favorite Uniqlo. As she waited on the escalator, a
paper taped to the wall caught her eye: “No 5 train service between East 180 Street
and Grand Central–42 Street.”
“Damn, now I can’t go buy those boots I wanted!” She ran back to the store to
find the regional manager, Cathie, approaching the fry cook. She stealthily tucked
her shirt back into her pants and attempted to jump behind the counter, but the
flash of her lilac purple shirt caught Cathie’s attention.
“Diane, is that you?”
“Yes, ma’am.”
“Did you notice that that schedule has you logged in from 0900 to 1700, yet as
we stand it is 1624 and you were outside of the store?”
“Um....”
“How dare you lie on the schedule! I just consulted the fry cook and he claims
you lied with this quarter’s numbers as well? Unbelievable! You’re fired!”
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Diane, riddled with shock, took her name tag off of her polyester shirt and
placed it on top of the register.
Six months later, Diane sits at home, a large nacho cheese Doritos bag lying
almost empty on her couch. She opens a letter addressed from “New York Presbyterian”. She opens it to find yet another bill for Samuel’s life support. She had been
unable to pay for three months now and this was the final warning. She realized
that her boy would no longer be there to surprise her on her birthdays, or watch
her favorite telenovellas with her. She bawled incessantly, and the letter turned a
darker shade from her tears. She immediately called Prestige cab service, and arrived
promptly at the hospital. When she saw her son, he was still unconscious, and the
only sign of life that she could discern was the ebbing and flowing of the heart monitor beside him. She grabbed his bony hand and squeezed it tight.
“I love you. I’m so sorry....”
The loud trill of beeping came to a dead halt.

Zahlaya James

Chanel’s Fabulous Life
Chanel traveled Manhattan to the Bronx every day; not because she worked
or lived over there, she did it just to show off. Her outfits, bags, and shoes were
extremely expensive. She loved the stares she got as she walked past. She liked the
ones who asked for her name and number. But the ones who asked for her help got
laughed at and ignored. Her pride was even higher than the thousand-dollar stilettos
she wore on her feet.
One day, on Chanel’s way home, as she sat in her Uber, she scrolled through
her social media. She smiled at the photo she posted that day, which reached over
two thousand likes on Instagram. As she continued to scroll, she came upon an upsetting post—news about her parents. She found out that her parents went bankrupt
and would lose their home. Chanel thought about what the reason could be. She
rememberd the homes she built in different countries. Her parents told her that she
could build only two, but of course Chanel went over that limit and built 30. Her
parents had been furious, and since she was an adult of 21 years they had told her to
go live on her own. Now, Chanel had nowhere to go.
The money Chanel had left in her wallet would only last her another week. She
had no more money to spend at a hotel, to buy clothes or food. Therefore, Chanel
had to beg. As she sat on the dirty floors of the Bronx and Manhattan subways she
asked herself: Why did I spend so much money, why did I betray my parents, and
who would want to help me now?
For the next several years of Chanel’s life, she spent her days in the shelter and
on the subway begging for money. Some remembered Chanel and refused to help
because of how selfish she used to be. Every day Chanel prayed for forgiveness and
stability, but her prayers went unanswered. She continued to be ignored and laughed
at by those who walked by her on the subway platform. The memory of Chanel
doing the same in the past was never forgotten.
One day while having another miserable day on the streets, Chanel’s old
boyfriend from middle school, Michael, bumped into her. He was tall, dark and
handsome with some Gucci shades and the newest Jordans. He looked and smelled
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of money. Chanel had dumped him back in the day when his family got evicted
from their apartment, but he was flexing on her. During his time in France, Michael
had heard about Chanel’s family woes. Michael decided to see how she was doing.
Despite everything Chanel had done, he still loved her. He promised to take her off
the streets and let her live in his penthouse on the Upper East Side. He gave Chanel
clothes, food, and everything she needed. But he told Chanel, “I’ll give you whatever
you want, as long as I get what I want.” Chanel knew this was her chance to leave,
but the thought of being on the streets again disgusted her. Michael didn’t just want
her love and attention; he wanted sex, drugs, and children, which was an extremely
bad combination. They both became addicted to heroin and “took care” of their six
children. She doesn’t beg for money anymore, but every night she begs God that she
will wake up in the morning.
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Snapshots: St. Ann’s Ave. & 149th St.
Maimuna Kebbeh
The breath of the crowd, as well as its body heat, affects the temperature of the
street. As the cars creep along they release heavy, toxic fumes. But at the intersection
where the junkies gather, with every last bit of breath that hasn’t been affected by the
fumes of the cars or the cigarettes he’s been inhaling, one junkie asks, “Can I get a
coin?” You dig in your lint-full pocket to dig it out with its rigid edges and hand it to
his discolored hands and he says, “Thank you, Miss.” The Churros Lady yells “Churros! Churros!” and the taste of the churro you buy from her is like an explosion of
cinnamon in your mouth that hides in between your teeth and under your tongue
like tiny children playing hide and seek.

Iselle Diaz
The sun’s feather-soft touch against my skin warms my body up completely, even
though the harsh wind blows against my hands and face. It is an October afternoon
when suddenly I notice the leaves have already turned from green to yellow, red, and
brown; they litter the ground and make a subtle crunch when I step on them, the
same crunch crack vials make when stepped on. I stand on the 149th and St. Ann’s intersection, debating whether or not I should enter the dull, lifeless school, filled with
same-minded people, that resides across the street. The police sirens a few blocks away
and the blaring of car horns bring me back to reality, and I realize I’m standing in the
middle of the street. As I rush to the safety of the sidewalk and step over the dormant
body of a crackhead, I quickly check the time on my iPhone, making sure I’m not late
to the class that is the epitome of boredom: Spanish.

Idalis Nunez
Walking down the dimly lit streets past dawn, the leaves rustle. In the background, birds chirp and the rough brown leaves audibly crumble and crack beneath
your shoes with every step. A subtle aroma of freshly brewed coffee coming from
inside the surrounding homes is accompanied by the sweet scent of an orange I hold
in my hand. Its peel feels thick and coarse as the orange pulp tastes slightly bitter. The
streets overcrowded with people and the city lights flash among them, illuminating
their path. People pace along and the leaves whirl around them as they’re lifted by the
wind. A single leaf strikes up against a coat and as the winds calm it falls steadily onto
the ground.
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Zahlaya James
Seeing twenty-four lines that lay across the black asphalt surface. Looking
down at the small holes, the size of your pinky finger, that stand out from the dark
pavement. The smell of rubber burning as the cars pass the yellow light that’ll soon
change to red. The white signal shows a walking man, telling pedestrians it’s their
turn to move. You quickly make eye contact with the passengers who sit in the car
waiting for that green light. Brushing against other walkers as you make your way
down the crowded street, meeting the end of that 24th white line. You hear men
who sit and stand on the edge of the sidewalk yelling across the road to other men
on the opposite side. You hear one homeless guy cry, “Can you help me?” in front
of the doors of Dunkin’ Donuts. You feel the bottom of your sneakers tug with a
piece of gum on the ground. Feel the stickiness. You smell the burning burgers on
the grill at Burger King, and the sweet, soothing smell of the oil cooking those crispy,
salty French fries from McDonald’s. Gazing across the street at the 2, 4, and 5 train
station, you see another homeless guy begging for money.

Ahmyah Lana Ajasin
The Bx 17 bus waiting at the red light to turn green. I press the bell and hear
“ding” for the next stop. I stand up and hold on to the pole so I won’t fall, in front of
the back door. The bus turns and stops and the synthesized lady says, “This stop is
149th Street and St. Ann’s.” I step off the bus and walk to the store to get a juice. The
refrigerator door is open, but I open it further to get an orange juice from the back.
Give it to the cashier and he tells me it’s a dollar and I pay for it. Now waiting at the
corner for the white walking man to come up on the sign. The garbage stinks but
the but light finally turns red and I walk across the street. There’s a man on the next
corner smoking a cigarette, which makes me cough. I decide to walk fast across the
street and see a car coming, but I speed up my walk and by that time the walk light
changed to red. I start talking to a friend on the corner and tell her we need to hurry
because it’s 7:57 and we have 3 minutes to make it upstairs.

Kaylynn Ceresa
I hear the laughter coming from across the street. “Capicu!” they scream from
the dominoes game in St. Mary’s Park. I cross the street feeling all the potholes
under my shoes, scared my foot will fit into the crack and I will fall in the intersection traffic. I turn the corner to walk to the bodega but the aroma of cheese touches
my nose oh so softly and, hearing the grumbles of my stomach, I decide to grab a
bite. The cheese-filled pizza that fills my mouth is an explosion of flavor. Everything
comes together as one in my mouth, the spices from the hot pepper flakes and
oregano fills my taste buds with satisfaction as my hunger disappears.
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Ashley Mejia
Waiting for the bus to arrive, my ears are blinded by the sounds of gears rotating and honks, the ongoing sound of a construction site. The warmth from the pizza
heats up my palms, while the back of my hand is frozen from the cold wind sending
chills up my arm. From behind me, the movement of a chase, the sound of yelling,
a shrill scream from a game of tag. I take a deep inhalation and my nose freezes and
my lungs burst, as the smoke of a cigarette penetrates my nostrils. Turning my head
to my right, I see a waft of a gray-white cloud escaping the person’s mouth, like an
angry bull in cartoons. I step back, the air clears again, and my lungs become like
a balloon gasping for more clean air. Groups of high school students walking all
around me, and a crowd of people waiting grows as the bus is nowhere in sight in a
traffic-jammed street.

Mary Addison
As you stand on the corner of E 149 and St. Ann’s Ave., you smell the hot,
cheesy pepperoni pizza baking at Fresco’s across the street. At the bus stop a man
who smells like sweaty armpits runs right past you and a homeless man sits on the
corner smoking a cigarette. The cold chilling air hits your face as you patiently wait
for the 19 bus. An ambulance and a police car race down E 149 and the sound of
the siren gets louder and louder. The 17 bus screeches and turns onto E 149 and
you can smell the smoke coming out of the back of the bus. You reach into your
pocket for your Blistex and as you apply it to your chapped lips, the medicated balm
instantly soothes with its moisture. The 19 bus arrives and you sit down inside the
heated bus.

Heily Rosa
The bus stops and you hear “149 and Brook Avenue.” It’s time to get off. The
cold wind strikes your face and you try to accustom yourself to the fast pace of the
outside compared to the warm, monotone stillness of the bus. The loud bus engines
flood your ears. There’s a bakery right when you get off. Immediately, the soft and
welcoming scent of fresh bread envelops you. Just as fast as it came, it leaves as soon
as you walk away. There’s a crunch as you step on a used needle. A sense of disgust
washes over you at the thought of what it could’ve been used for. You keep walking
forward and the 149th and St. Ann’s intersection is chaos. From the left, the 4 bus
turns to the stop right across from you. From the right, the 17 bus turns left and
stops just a few meters from you. Your 19 bus stops right behind the 17. The cars
and trucks going in all directions make you dizzy.
`
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Poetry
Jayson Vu

Crawling towards the toy blocks

Crawling towards the toy blocks,
Climbing the trees past the rocks,
We rushed our time in little white socks.
Walking into class arriving five minutes late,
Ignoring the teacher who only knows to hate,
We debated our total time for determining our fate.
Rushing towards the sign-in clock,
Avoiding our boss who tries to talk,
We spent our time in our little blocks.
Sitting by the TV on the couch,
The nurses bring us our special pouches,
We wish we’d had more time before becoming grouches.
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Ashley Mejia

Crying as a baby

Crying as a baby
had always been a bore
But maybe we’ve been crying
for the things we lost before
Time is within your grasp,
the ticking in our ears
Can’t you hear the clock?
I hear its shifting gears
The wind keeps blowing
your hair keeps swaying
Even if you’re bald
your eyelashes are speeding away
The smallest thing matters
your mind forever racing
Things around you change
you’re tying your own laces
Each day is another gone
We celebrate the years that pass
Singing for those we love
We cry when it ends
And when the candle burns no more
Our senses are overpowered
sometimes life feels so hollow
You grow out of your shoes
then stop once you’re up above
Soon,
Looking down is all you can do.
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Elijah William Diaz

A candle stands sedated in blackness
A candle stands sedated in blackness,
Dormant in a somber slumber,
Petrified and stone cold,
Shackled by the steel tethers of hesitance,
Anticipating a brazen catalyst to set it ablaze,
To lather its iron handles in hot molten wax,
To permeate the cumbersome darkness,
Its fickle flames quivering in fear,
Fading, but Free.

Derrick Adusei

Cut the wings of time

Cut the wings of time,
Memories gush in like valleys of streams,
History is not the past; it is what we are living,
The tides of life come crushing in a cycle.
Depart not from diamonds for stones,
The future is a mystery that’s filled with the very tick of seconds,
Deprive not enjoyment for it’s the fruit of your labor,
Move with the sun and shine with the stars,
The sun comes up with a smile each morning,
and passes with a dull face,
Time has no ears to hear your stop,
Break the shackles of its grips,
Let your knowledge light your way.
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Personal Statements
Coumba Seck
It is 4 a.m. The sun is rising, and it’s time to pray Fajr, the first of five prayers
of the day. I am thinking of my father, Mbaye. I know if I do not get him up, he will
have a fit. I’ve dreaded this part of the day since I was a child because a few hours
later he will wake me up again to send me to run errands for him.
“Coumba… Coumba! Come get my medicine at the pharmacy,” my father says.
Why can’t he ask my brothers? I think to myself.
“Yes, I’m coming!” I go into my father’s room.
“What did I tell you to do before you come in a room?” Mbaye says.
“Oh. You said to knock. Sorry, I forgot,” I mumble.
“Okay, just do not do it again,” Mbaye says, smiling.
He gives me his scrip, and I look it over expecting to see the usual medicines
and eye drops, but there’s more.
“Oh, a new drug?” I ask.
“Yes... now go get the medicine before the pharmacy closes.”
I go back to my room and close the door. I grab my phone and search Google for “Xtandi”. I do not understand what I see. Prostate cancer?The only thing I
understand is “cancer”. I am about to open another tab when my mother Oumoul
comes in.
“What are you doing? Go do whatever your dad told you to do,” she says.
I get up and hurriedly put on my sweater.
“Okay... okay. I’m heading out,” I answer with my head down.
“You all right?” Oumoul says. I nod my head as I’m closing the door. On my
way out, I look into my dad’s room and see him looking dispirited.
After that, I never hesitate to help him. I pick up his medicine from the pharmacist, drop his taxes off in Harlem, visit banks to check his reports for him, go on
little store runs whenever he needs something.
In my chemistry class I learned about some of the drugs he was taking and began to understand how they worked. For instance, oxycodone, used to treat the pain
caused by bone-metastasized prostate cancer, is the second-most prescribed medicine
for cancer patients. And when he experienced the side effects commonly associated
with Xtandi, I knew what to expect. I wasn’t annoyed by going to the pharmacy
anymore.
At first, I thought pharmacists just dispensed medicine, but I learned that research pharmacists develop medicines and study their effects, both positive and negative. As his pain increased, I saw my father become dependent on the drugs, and this
disheartened me. It compelled me to not want to go to school. I just wanted to stay
with him for the time he had left.
Toward the end of his life, my father understood that his health would not be
restored, and made clear to me that he wanted me to do well in school. I am now at
a stable place where I can focus on a path that will honor my father’s wishes and allow me to help others who are looking for the resources to treat chronic pain. I want
to be that person to help soothe a patient’s pain and help them recover.
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Tahreem Asghar
Muhammad struts through the iron gate into the living room, casually planning his next adventures with Saad, his hair windblown from riding the motorcycle
without a helmet. I sit on my straw chair, staring through the screen that separates
the women cooking in the kitchen from the children in the living room. On my
phone, other people have fun on Snapchat, until my battery dies. I place the dead
device on the table, hoping the electricity will come back on in an hour or two.
“Why am I stuck at home…” I ask after Muhammad and Saad leave, their bellies full of naan and chana, “…while my brother is out exploring the city?”
“Because you are a girl,” answers my mother without emotion, continuing to
eat.
I could have asked my brother Muhammad about his adventures, but one day
we just stopped talking. Stuck indoors in a country where the electricity cuts off
routinely in the middle of summer, I wait for the power to charge my phone so I can
check his Instagram to look at all the places he has explored:
Muhammad is at the Model Town Park watching a beautiful sunset cast its reflection over a grassy patch of freshly mowed grass and a river full of ducks. Muhammad gazes over an indoor garden, surrounded by vibrant trees and flowers.
“Do you want to play a game?” asks six-year-old Sohaib, wanting my attention.
I join him on the floor, and help him to place the brightly colored Ludo pieces on
the board. Sad and jealous, I am aware of the experiences that I wish I was having.
In the evening as I lie listlessly on the bed, mom notices my unhappiness and
says to my uncle, “Let’s take her to the mall.” According to her, I feel happiest when
I am shopping.
Back in Pelham Parkway, I feel the loss of a summer wasted, lying in bed all
day and eating samosas. I would rather have taken college classes with my friends,
exploring part of the city or trying out a new ice cream shop in the afternoon on
a half-day when I can get home at the regular time. Even here I am locked up, not
allowed to go out alone.
I will never be the perfect traditional Pakistani daughter, despite the expectation that I follow Islamic values, praying and reading the Quran. My mom does not
expect me to wear a hijab but she does want me to cover up my chest with a scarf
and to wear long shirts to cover my behind. Dad brings clothes from his day job at
Ann Taylor, choosing my style for me. I have never talked back to my parents, but I
plan to when I am out of college, have a job, and am financially stable.
I’m only 16, but when I overhear my mother talking about arranging my
marriage with a family member, it makes me angry and disgusted, and I know I
have to speak up. If I want to marry someone, it will be my choice and it will not
be a relative. One day my mom casually said, “Your dad and I were cousins.” Even
though my brother and I do not communicate, I am sure that he is not interested in
the cousin they have picked for him.
I found one escape when I started running track. Waking up at 5:45 a.m. on a
Friday morning I pull myself out of my bed, go to school, and run a seven-minute
mile. Through track and cross-country, I have gained endurance, friendship, and
awareness of my health. In April, I will run the Women’s Half Marathon.
I hope to become a successful pediatrician or nurse. Right now, I’m pacing myself for the last mile to independence, the most important thing I need to become
the best possible version of myself.
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Natalie Xixingo
La Virgen de Guadalupe over the altar has hundreds of flowers at her feet. The
vendors in the street sell religious icons, traditional clothes, and homemade tamarindo candy. My Uncle makes fun of my Spanish, and I try to imitate my cousin’s
pronunciation. After a week in Mexico City, my grandmother takes me to Xochi,
where not much happens unless I am there to experience the procession at la fiesta
de San Santiago. La ciudad de Mexico and Xochi connect me with my father’s family, however it is in Xixingo De Los Reyes, my Mom’s small town, where I develop a
deeper connection to my heritage.
Nobody knows where Xixingo De Los Reyes is located, but this serene pueblo
with a beautiful clean river has become my home. Since the town is small, I have
freedom to go anywhere I want. When I walk down the street or go to a shop, I
meet new family members who I didn’t know about.
At the market, my 65-year-old grandfather asks for a kilo of nanchis, but is
given two bags of the tart yellow fruit. During the Fiesta de Jesus, he welcomed
strangers into his house, fed them dinner, and gave them a place to sleep. They have
never forgotten. He doesn’t know how to read or write, but my grandfather knows
how to farm. Early every morning, he walks a mile and a half, crossing three rivers to
work in his cornfield with ten other family members.
I watch the men farming under the hot sun, peeling extra leaves from the corn
stalks, to help it flourish. My aunts and I bring mole and beans with tortillas for
lunch. My grandmother, Mama Lupe, stays to help when I leave. As a twelve-yearold, Mama Lupe went to the city, to wash dishes and clean a house for a rich family.
She has dedicated her life to her eleven children, never complaining about hard
work.
Face full of wrinkles, hair a little messy because she doesn’t like her brush, my
great-grandmother, Abuelita Maria, rests in the shade in her Acapulco chair, a metal
frame, strung with rubber strings. Now, her grandchildren run the store, but when
she was young she sold cheese, milk, fruit, and clothes, while raising her children
and grandchildren. My mother tells me about the mangos, oranges, and clothes
Maria provided, even when times were tight.
When I am about to return to New York, Mama Lupe sends me to buy cheese
from Abuelita Maria’s shop. I remind her of my name, since she forgets things. I
ask for cheese for the tacos at home, and she gives me more than I need, without
charging me extra. “Hija, this is for you,” she says, wrapping it in a plastic bag. “Eat
it and enjoy it.” She gives me a bag of ciruelas to take to my parents in NYC, even
though I might not be able to get them through customs. “It’s a little bit, but I hope
that my granddaughter enjoys it.” Even in her 90’s Abuelita Maria’s heart is still full
of love for her family.
I want to be like my family from Mexico, ready to help someone in need
without expecting anything in return. When I give my sandwich to the homeless
man, I remember my grandfather’s kindness. I work hard at school, knowing how
my family at Xixingo has struggled. At Demo Corps, I remember my great grandma’s concern for the younger generation and help to choose quality teachers for the
after-school students who will come after me. I still don’t know what career I want
to pursue, but I want one that will enable me to help those who have less. Whatever
I do, I want to be humble, and have empathy towards those around me.
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Najelly Almonte 1
The book, “High Schools in the Five Boroughs of New York,” was heavy and
dense. Skimming past the general information, I turned to extracurricular activities
and specialty courses. I triple-checked art club, debate team and drama club. Hostos–
Lincoln had a debate team… or so I thought.
There was no debate team.
There was an enrichment workshop, where we argued about topics like women’s rights, gun control, and racism. Something familiar and thrilling tugged at my
brain, a chance to talk about something bigger than myself. My friend Ndeye and
I both overflowed with eagerness, yearning to learn and be a part of a conversation. There had been a debate team once; we would bring it back. Our peers would
explore controversial issues, like gender equality, LGBTQ rights, rape culture, and
abortion. We would raise the consciousness of our classmates, challenging them to
reach beyond the minimum.
Our U.S. history teacher, Ms. Martinelli, referred us to Ms. Granberry, who
had been the debate team advisor for ten years. She told us that she had resigned,
frustrated to see students develop into great debaters, only to drop out, burying the
team in the sand because it was too much work. Ndeye and I tried to persuade her
to get back into debate, but our words weren’t enough, so we picked her brain about
affirmative and negative positions. The next day we found Mr. Marano, our vice
principal, sat him down, and told him what we were going to do. He thought we
had a great idea, but said we could only be a club, not a debate team, because our
school was small and there weren’t enough teachers who would want to supervise or
take trips to competitions. We returned to Ms. Martinelli and she agreed to help. As
the idea emerged, I started to worry. Would people show up? Would students care
about issues outside of school?
I researched. I watched videos, read PDFs, articles, and immersed myself in
the world of debate. Starting with the 2010 Lincoln–Douglas debate national finals,
I studied movements, speaking styles, organization and quality of arguments. I
adapted the information to create a plan that would work in my school, showing my
teachers that I was serious.
It wasn’t enough.
The task was monumental; the more links I clicked, the more steps I needed
to take to make the dream a reality. With the end of the year approaching, and the
setbacks piling up, Ndeye and I postponed our efforts to start a team. But I didn’t
give up the search.
In the fall, I was assigned to criminal justice class through a seemingly random
process, that somehow worked for me, not giving me a forum for debate, but at
least providing a discussion of important topics like racism, inmate rights, and the
inhumanity of solitary confinement.
“Whoever gets an A,” announced my professor as we started the final exam,
“can apply for an internship at the Bronx Criminal Supreme Court.” I kept expectations low, but deep down I was confident….
At the Bronx Criminal Supreme Court, sitting next to my criminal justice
professor, who is also a judge, I was able to see how the courts operate. I paid careful
attention, analyzing the arguments made by the prosecutors and defenders over setting bail. I saw the judge scold underprepared attorneys who stalled the process.
While one prosecutor called the district attorney to report on missing a
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deadline, the judge turned to me and said, “Always come prepared. Be professional.
Otherwise you are wasting everybody’s time.” I learned about Wayne, Mapp, and
Dunaway hearings, handling minutes, dissecting documents and looking at them
from the perspective of a judge.
Observing a defendant arriving late, in chains, looking calm despite facing
charges of murdering his sister, I couldn’t see guilt or innocence, just a person. From
my vantage point on the bench I prepared to hear the argument.

Najelly Almonte 2
With a few stings, the blood-sucking, invisible flies raise a polka-dot pattern of
welts on my leg. My dad told me to pack jeans and a long sleeve shirt for my twoday expedition to my grandma’s village, but the sweltering heat was more persuasive,
so I left my protective clothing behind.
The only road to the village was a narrow dirt track up a steep mountain. Dirt
and rocks crumbled underneath the tires, leaving only a little bit of solid land for
the car to go on. The four-wheel drive is built to get us through the mountain, but
when I look to my right I see a thousand-foot drop down the mountain, with only a
thin fence of wooden sticks and barbed-wire to break our fall. The village can’t afford
concrete roads or security barriers. I am amazed by the valley, and the clouds that
seem so close that I could reach out and touch, but at the same time I am paralyzed
with anxiety from impending death for an exhausting hour and a half.
Men and women on horseback force my father to downshift, passing carefully
so that they don’t get hit and we don’t fall off. Ignoring the fact that we are one step
away from our demise, my dad greets strangers, villagers, neighbors, and relatives.
My grip on the seats in front of me relaxes and relief overcomes my body as
I see the cattle pens, shelters made of wooden sticks with ceilings of corrugated
aluminum. A short distance away, arranged on top of hills, I can see blue and yellow
houses, structured the same as the pens as if there was no distinction between human and animal. This is where my uncle and grandmother live, and our destination.
Water is scarce; the tap stays open. Grandma can hear the water starting to run,
and moves the full bucket aside to replace it with an empty one. If you don’t collect
the water when it arrives then you’ll most likely have no water for the rest of the day,
so she doesn’t trust the task to anyone except my dad.
My younger cousins walk back and forth from pasture to pasture feeding the
cows, chickens and goats. After a meal of rice, beans, salad and goat meat, two of the
teenage girls clear the dishes, delivering them to the kitchen, where one cousin washes and another rinses. I’m willing to help but I would slow them down. I become
aware of the divide between our worlds. They get some education in the village
school, but the one cousin who is becoming a doctor travels down the mountain to
the city for her college classes.
There is only electricity at night, but it is barely sufficient to fully power a light
bulb. I stare at the army of ants underneath the pulsating light. One by one they
start to surround my copy of The Catcher in the Rye, a foreign object in a familiar
place.
My dad left the village for New Jersey, where he cleaned rooms, tended bar,
drove a taxi, and sent money home. Even though my parents divorced before I was
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born, he is involved in my life, and takes me back to the Dominican Republic to
connect me to my family and my culture.
The Bronx is known for drug dealers and struggling teenage mothers. These are
ways people fall off the road. I take college classes, stay after school for art club and
go home to study. I don’t have to get to the valley to become something better, I’m
already on my way.

Miguel Ruiz
Riding to the mall one Saturday, I looked out the window and saw kids my
size playing baseball on Kelly Field. My father pulled up at the curb and asked one
of the managers about registration. The next week I was fighting for a spot, against
older kids in a 8-9 year old Little League division. I grew up in a family where sports
were not a priority. My mother, a daycare teacher, played volleyball in high school,
and my father, a foreman for a roofing company, sometimes played basketball with
me.
I was surprised when my maternal grandfather called me to meet him at the
blacktop outside of I.S. 162. He met me there with a bat, a tee, and a bucket of
sponge-balls soaked in water. “Grab the bat and move over there. I am going to
pitch to you, and you need to hit it opposite field.” After batting the sponge balls,
Abuelo picked up a bag of hard balls, tossed them into the air, and with the strength
of a grown man, smacked them at me one at a time, like an insane game of dodgeball where I had to stay in front instead of getting out of the way. I could not give up
because the balls kept coming. One bounced off my glove, burst my upper lip, and
got a piece of my nose.
“Get back in fielding position,” Abuelo ordered, as I swiped the blood off
my lip, “and don’t be afraid of the ball.” I reached out and back-handed the next
grounder. We practiced a few times until his work schedule got too busy. I was on
my own again, but he came to my games.
I was sent to the outfield my rookie year, but worked for second base. I started
to catch up with the ringers, twelve and thirteen-year-olds who were pulled in to
help the coach win. I fielded well and had a lot of power in my bat, but I was viewed
as a contact hitter since I was small. I saw three coaches whispering together as I
transferred the ball from my glove and stepped toward first. I won second base. A
year later, my team won the division.
The parents outside the fence picked fights with each other. The parents of the
ringer on one team fought with those from the other who complained. One day,
my coach, shouting in the umpire’s face, took his lineup clipboard, and rapped the
umpire on the forehead. The field closed down.
My parents moved me to Castle Hill Little League. In a year, I was team captain. We went to the playoffs, making it to the final, and I contributed, with a .304
batting average, 22 hits, 14 RBIs, and 5 home runs. I began to receive offers from
traveling teams and all-star teams.
In the summer of my 8th grade year I had to decide between a baseball school,
like Cardinal Hayes, or staying to get an Associate’s degree at Hostos–Lincoln
Academy of Science, with most of my friends. I chose the early college, but I wonder
what would have happened if I had gone to a school where scouts come looking
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for athletes. Outside of school, I played for an all-star traveling team for five years,
winning a district championship, Most Valuable Player, and two league championships. Knowing that the chance of making the major leagues is as likely as buying a
winning lottery ticket did not stop my passion, but made me hedge my bets.
Connecting with a fastball down the middle of the plate with bases loaded, I
hit a double, clearing the bases to make the score 3-0. The attention, the excitement,
the suspense, and the sense of accomplishment will always be with me, even if I do
not get to be the next Mike Trout.

Janelys Araujo
My eyelids started to shut from the fatigue. The index cards slowly trailed
down to my bedspread. My sister’s voice faded. I was in the beginning of a deep
sleep, when all of a sudden I was aggressively shoved to the side. “Janelys,” my sister
whined, “wake up!” On a Wednesday morning, at exactly 3 a.m., I was helping my
sister cram, eight hours before her Biology exam. Grace doesn’t do well with new
things. Studying radiology at City Tech was overwhelming.
Even though I’m a year and a half younger, my older sister often comes to me
for help. Even though I’m a high school senior, I’m taking college classes at Hostos
Community College. Both Grace and I take psychology. We have different textbooks that cover similar topics, so when she doesn’t understand, I already know how
to help. Some of her Biology covers topics that I learned in ninth grade, but some
things I learn with her.
I’m the type of person who tries to fix everyone’s problems, and my sister had a
big one. Her face full of tears brought out my natural feeling of pity. The last lecture
was on natural selection—species, organisms and evolution, but she also needed to
know neutrons, protons, and elements of the periodic table. It was not fresh, but the
material was familiar. I quizzed her. I made her rewrite her notes again and again.
This strategy works for me, but it did not for her. I read the notes to her out loud
and had her repeat what I said. In the end, she got through with a 75.
By the age of five, I had learned that I had to grow up fast because I wasn’t the
one with the problems. My older sister, who I was supposed to look up to, needed
me. Grace had a hearing deficiency and I was the person who understood her. Mom
could help Grace in elementary, but when we got to middle school, she came to me.
Mom couldn’t help with division—in Honduras the problem is laid out differently.
Over time, my sister became dependent on me, socially and academically.
Since I’m the younger one, people expect her to be the one to act the strongest;
however, our roles reversed, and I became the one who gave advice, helped with
homework, and offered emotional support. At 13, when Grace was diagnosed with
scoliosis, I was shipped off to my uncle’s house for a week while she had her surgery. Though I had felt like my parents abandoned me, I knew that she needed their
full attention. That week was the first time I had to rely on myself, the first time I
slept on a bed alone, and the first time I did anything without my sidekick. I kept
my feelings of loneliness to myself and put a smile on my face. My personal issues
weren’t important compared to my sister’s pain.
When we both came home, I helped take care of Grace. She stayed in my
parents’ room so mom could watch her, but I brought her food, tried to brush her
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knotted hair, and helped her to use the bathroom.
I was exhausted that Wednesday morning of the Biology test, but when Grace
said, “Janelys, please, I can’t do this without you, I need you,” I wanted her to succeed. The day after, when she had finished the test, she thanked me with a hug.
Without my sister I wouldn’t have my witty sense of humor, the loud part of
me, the level of responsibility that I feel, the instinct to help others, and other parts
of me I still haven’t figured out. My experiences with her taught me how important
family is, and that though trust and dependency are scary, they aren’t terrible things
to live with.

Hellen Pacheco
She arrives at 3:40 p.m. with a torn book bag and messy hair. I tell Genesis
to go to her seat and she asks to use the bathroom. I ask her to take out her reading
homework, and she asks for her snack. By 4:05 her book-bag is open, her homework
is on the desk and I’m helping her pronounce the phrase “chocolate chip cookies.”
She stutters on the ch’s. I model the correct pronunciation and she repeats after me.
In the Winter of 2016, I started working with elementary school students at
Casita Maria, an afterschool program on Simpson Street. Sometimes when I walk
toward the building, I pass three men in their early twenties, wearing sagging pants
and expensive coats. I recognize one of them from middle school, and I make eye
contact, showing recognition, but not fear. The cracked pavement is covered with
cigar filters and dog poop. The neighborhood is known for drugs and violence, but
there was only one time when I had to stay inside because of a shooting. It wasn’t
like the night they shot my uncle.
I heard two shots, but later learned that there were five. I was ironing my
school uniform, and my step brother yelled, “Get down!” I didn’t get up until the
neighbor knocked on the door.
“It’s Kenny!” he informed us.
“Which one?” answered my mom, not sure if it was her brother or brotherin-law who shared the same name. From the window in the kitchen I could see his
body laying face down in the doorway. I saw blood. I saw flashing lights.
That year I didn’t behave my best. I played with glue and paper in the teacher’s
supply closet instead of doing my math.
Inside Casita Maria the floor is shiny. The walls on the third floor are bright
green, but I see orange and blue when the elevator opens on the other floors. Everything looks clean and organized. At first I viewed this program as just a job, but after
a couple weeks I bonded with the kids. My first graders were rebellious and energetic, especially Genesis. She was the one who stuck out the most, since she didn’t fit in
with the rest.
Genesis comes later than everyone else because she goes to a charter school,
therefore snacks run out sometimes and she can’t get one. I save a snack for her. She
is very smart, finishing her math on her own without any help. The other kids don’t
seem to have much in common with her, or don’t find her girly enough to be her
friend.
I tell the others to be nice and respect her, even though she sometimes takes
their things. They don’t understand that she doesn’t have much, and sometimes
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needs extra attention. One day my group leader asks, “Do you smell that? Genesis
smells like cigarettes.”
“Genesis has no control over other people’s actions,” I think to myself. “It’s not
her fault she smells like that.” I don’t know much about her family, but I know I
can make her time at Casita better while I am here. We dance, draw, and read, and I
reassure her.
Everything you experience as a child follows you for your whole life. After
college I hope to work with children. I want to change the way “troubled” kids view
things since I know that we can move forward from trauma.

Anamika Ahmmed
Sitting in class, waiting for the lesson to start, I turned my head and saw a girl
outside of the room, motioning towards her ears and fiddling with her long hair. As
she made gestures and laughed, it suddenly clicked: I was the one being mocked,
and I could not do anything about it. All I could do was sit there in a flood of shame
and embarrassment. My face felt like it was boiling on the inside, tears fighting to
burst. That day, I decided I did not want to interact with people—I never wanted to
be social in the first place. Moreover, I felt everyone would be the same as the girl in
fifth grade.
I am hard of hearing. I have sensorineural moderate-to-severe hearing loss in
both ears, passed down from my great-grandfather. I first found out in second grade,
when all of the children had their ears tested. During the screening, the evaluator
played a variety of sounds ranging from soft beeps to roaring honks. When it was
my turn, I did not hear many sounds—I needed hearing aids. At the hospital, wearing a headset in a soundproof room, holding a joystick, feeling that I was supposed
to hear something, I pressed the button on instinct. A woman behind the glass
covered her mouth with a sheet of paper, and recited a list of simple words that I had
to repeat. When I lay down on the flat bed with the arc over my head, not knowing
what a CAT scan was, I thought they would cut my ear apart.
To make a mold, the audiologist squeezed cold goo through a device that was
like a syringe, but more similar to a water gun. I sat still for 15 to 30 minutes, waiting for it to dry, but it felt like a month.
I finally tried wearing the devices for the first time, and as the volume was
adjusted, I realized how poor my hearing was. There were levels of sound I had never
heard: the feeling of something in my ear, lowered voices, the sound of my bookbag
being opened, or my clothes brushing against each other. It took time to adapt to
the new experiences, but I eventually got used to them. It was tough trying to fit
in, with all the stares and murmurs in class. In addition to the challenges I faced as
the eldest sibling and a first-generation American, I tried to cope with my hearing
loss, the feeling I got when people stared, the anxiety about being judged, and the
mockery of that girl from the hallway.
As I grew older, I formed new connections with friends who accepted me regardless of my hearing. One friend I came to trust did not look at me like I was the
creature from Frankenstein; she made me feel normal. Meeting at lunch, we discovered a shared love for an anime show called Soul Eater, then showed each other our
drawings. We both love K-pop. Together we became obsessed with Homestuck, a
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webcomic. One day, out of the blue, she said to me, “I’m bisexual.” It was hard for
me to offer advice on something I did not know much about, so instead I listened
and supported her. When she told me about her struggles coming out, I felt trusted,
and realized that I could share with her, unafraid of judgement. As time passed, I
ended up becoming a LGBTQ+ advocate and mustered the courage to join the Gay–
Straight Alliance. Everyone needs a place where they can be heard.

Maria Grijalva
We saw twelve arraignments that night. One girl cried, begging her parents
to pay the bail to avoid Riker’s Island, and yet she had severely assaulted another
girl. Another defendant pled guilty to beating his victim with a bat, but was set free
with a restraining order. Other cases had to do with abusive parents who could no
longer see their children. I watched the justice system at work and thought about my
parents.
Some people have committed violent crimes, and need to face consequences.
My parents, however, are considered criminals for raising their kids in safety. My dad
crossed the border and my mother overstayed a visa to escape the genocide of 1980’s
Guatemala. My dad lived with his brothers, worked at a car wash and moved around
the Bronx until my uncle found him a job at an Italian restaurant. Seventeen years
later, he still makes pizza, and my mom kills chickens at a live poultry vivero.
During my freshman year, the residency case reached the court, after languishing in process for years. Nervous and upset, my usually unemotional father spent his
only day off conferring with the lawyer each week.
The night before the court appearance, my mother walked into my room.
“Te deje dinero en la cartera marron,” she said, telling me where to find her purse
in her room. “…por si no regresamos manana.”
I tried to appear calm, fighting the images of my parents being taken away, and
the prospect of coming home to an empty house. When I couldn’t stop the tears, I
held in the sobs and tried not to wake my sister in the bunk below.
After an unfocused, anxious school day, I was relieved to find my parents at
home, but their status was unchanged.
Three court dates came and went, and sixteen months passed. My ten-year-old
brother accidentally discovered the contingency document granting custody to my
uncle.
Before I met with the immigration psychologist, I was given a clipboard that
asked many personal questions.
Have you suffered from depression?
“What a dumb question,” I thought. “Anybody would be depressed!” I checked
“No”.
The baby started to cry when my parents handed him to me. Trying to calm
him with my phone, I remembered how his tiny hands grabbed my dad’s fingers
right after he was born, then imagined him growing up without parents. My siblings
emerged, their eyes puffy and red. I was called. The chunky Hispanic woman with
curly hair didn’t get up.
“Do you know why you are here?” she asked.
“Yes,” I answered, suspicious.
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“Would you go to Guatemala with your parents if they are deported?”
I remembered going to Guatemala as a 9-year-old. My grandparents wouldn’t
let me out of the yard, afraid that I would be kidnapped, a wealthy American held
for ransom. Holding my hand tightly, they only took me to the market three times,
fearing that something would happen.
“No,” I told the psychologist, wondering to myself, “Why would anybody want
to go to a country that isn’t safe?”
There were good parts of Guatemala. My grandpa set up a swing set for my
long days of captivity. We went to Dominos, and brought back enough pizza to
eat the next day. The organic eggs and the fresh milk from the farm may have been
healthier, but I was used to more variety. Nevertheless, the food isn’t the reason I
don’t want to go back.
Guatemalans buried in mass graves during the genocide of the ‘80s are still
being discovered. Since the ‘60s, the center of the Mayan Empire has been kept in
poverty and fear by dictators. Those who escaped should not be sent back.
If anything goes wrong with my parents’ case, I will be strong for my siblings.
My interest in law and criminal justice is piqued by my desire to help people like my
family.

Osiris Petty
Pulling open the file drawer, I lift the next pile of student documents out of
the hanging folders. With a claw-like tool, I unbind the stapled stacks of monochrome paper, revealing applications, visas, transcripts, bills, and bank statements.
Swiveling, I tap the touchscreen, direct the job to the Hostos admissions database,
and select two-sided. At the prompt, I type in last and first names, then the semester. Most of the folders are marked FA15, and I wonder how the school got so far
behind. If community college students are about to graduate in 2017, shouldn’t their
admissions information have been filed already? I align the stack of papers and run it
through the document feeder, then retrieve, restaple and place the bundle face down
on the table to refile. In two hours I can process thirty-five to forty students.
Scanning can be meditative, almost satisfying, as if muscle memory can carry
me through. However, it is discouraging to look at the long drawer ahead, and the
other drawers to follow. Unstaple, enter data, fix position, scan, staple, stack, file. I
inch toward SP15, and eventually SU15. I scan all summer and continue into late
winter—when is it going to end?
The heat in the summer didn’t slow the rate of applicants. They flew in like
pigeons attacking bread crumbs scattered in St. Mary’s Park by the old man in the
puffer coat and the plain black beanie. During the rush, I was relieved from scanning. Most of the professional CUNY staff worked downstairs while the part-timers
and two other professionals assisted students with their applications, answering most
of their questions. I handled the basic part of assisting, but sent the difficult questions downstairs.
I had heard the professionals helping students, so I knew how to help when I
stepped in. Helping students into college was rewarding. Old, young, middle-aged,
black, white, latino, middle eastern, people from every different demographic came
to improve their lives. Each applicant brought a new challenge, but I was able to
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help. I imagined moving downstairs with the professional CUNY staff, guiding
applicants through the financial aid process. It started to feel simple.
Confident, confused, and frustrated, the woman with the sheer purple headwrap couldn’t understand why I would not grant credit for her achievements in
Africa. Most of her transfer application went smoothly, until she revealed that her
previous school had been outside of the country. I went to a professional who said
bluntly, “She can apply as a freshman, not as a transfer.”
I relayed the information to the applicant, who refused to believe me. “It’s not
because I don’t want the credits to transfer.”
“No, no, no! This not true! I get my degree over there and get higher over here!”
At an impasse, I got a professional to intervene. “If I couldn’t handle an applicant like that,” I thought to myself, “what made me think I could handle others?”
The woman left for ten minutes, then returned humbled. Someone downstairs
set her straight. She was silent but upset. Resignedly, she filled out the freshman application with the professional. I was glad that she finally got somewhere, but I wish
there had been a better alternative.
When the busy season was over, I went back to scanning. The task was repetitive but I worked steadily until all of the records were up to date. In February I was
told that there was nothing to scan. I delivered the interdepartmental mail, then
stood by, waiting for the next task.
After college, I see myself working in technology, like my stepdad. Along the
way, I will encounter redundant tasks like scanning, or complicated problems like
the transcript of the woman in the purple headscarf. As I step over to the other side
of the counter, I am ready to face the unexpected pitfalls of navigating university
bureaucracy. With patience, I will find my path.

Kaylynn Ceresa
The next person comes up to the counter.
“Hi, can I take your order?”
Sometimes the customers are sweet, looking me in the eye and trying to make
conversation. I smile back and talk to them because there aren’t many customers
who give that acknowledgement. At McDonalds, where people are in a hurry and
often rude, I still smile and treat them with respect, even when I am having just as
bad a day.
“Give me a double cheeseburger, with mac sauce, medium fry, and a large
Coke.”
“To go or to stay?”
“To stay.”
“That will be all?”
“Yeah.”
“Okay, your total is $10.79.”
Even though the register can calculate the change, the customer may switch
the original bill they gave me, so I often figure it out in my head. Sometimes I get
change, too much to even count. Either I trust that they gave me the right amount,
or I count it out very quickly to serve the next ten customers. Credit cards are easy;
accepted or declined. I call over my manager when a customer gives me a bill over
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twenty dollars, even though I can see the clear strip. My drawer has always balanced,
otherwise I would get written up. I’m good at math so I don’t worry.
Working fast food was stressful, but it kept me busy. I hated my new life. Goshen was different from the Bronx. I missed my old school, all my friends, diversity,
culture, and the pace of the city. They call it “slow-motion Goshen.” McDonalds
took me away.
When Mami slipped and fell at BJ’s, she reinjured her back and shoulders.
Between the doctor who failed to send the disability papers and an unsympathetic
judge who closed her workman’s compensation case, she lost a year and a half of pay
and benefits, as well as our apartment.
During freshman year, my grandmother had cancer and my uncle died of
cirrhosis. Without Mami’s check, we couldn’t afford Catholic school tuition or rent.
We moved into a smaller apartment. I went to Hostos–Lincoln Academy, a public
school. Welfare approved a lump sum for our family once, but declined further
payments. After we received an eviction notice, my mom’s coworker called about a
one-bedroom apartment upstate which we could rent without credit.
I loved working at McDonald’s, but work didn’t fill my void. School felt different; while I was able to adapt, I didn’t fit into any well-established cliques.
“Hey, where are you from?”
“The Bronx,” I responded. “Do you like the city?”
“No! it stinks! and it’s so dirty! I’m scared I’ll turn the corner and get shot!”
I have lived here my whole life, and nothing happened. Moving away from the
Bronx was one of the hardest things I have ever done. The thing that kept me going
in Goshen was my job.
Crying because she felt alone, my mom called my grandmother. Within a
couple of days, we had moved in with her and I was back in the Bronx. Even though
I missed McDonald’s, I no longer cried every day when I got home.
We are currently living in Riverdale. It feels amazing having my own room. We
went through so much, but it paid off.
The one thing I have never felt conflicted about is math. I have so many things
being thrown my way, but math is super black and white. It’s straightforward. It’s
very stable, unlike my life. I want to be a math teacher. I’d love to have an impact on
kids and teach them the importance of school, not necessarily because they will need
to graph a line once they move on to real life, but because the in-between steps are
important. Math has always been something I can rely on. Whether it was counting
change at McDonald’s or graphing piecewise functions, I have always made sense of
numbers.

Edwin De La Nuez
My grandfather lifts the handle of the shopping cart while I carry the bottom
down three steps to the basement. Around the sides of the carrito I distribute the
glass syrup bottles: strawberry, grape, crema de coco, mint, tamarindo, jagua and
lemon. Papá reaches down for the ice-block, and I help him transfer it to the tray in
the center. The River Avenue ice factory is closed, but Papá has frozen his own block.
We slide the folded shopping cart into the shelf at the bottom of the carrito,
then roll into the elevator, exiting through the side door to sell frio-frio, piraguas,
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icees. We usually work between 149th and 161st, but when the Yankees are playing at
home, we stay closer to the stadium and the fans. Otherwise we sell on River Avenue,
149th Street, or near the mall, until 2 p.m., when our regular customers are on their
break from the industrial warehouses on Walton Avenue.
If business is slow, Papá suggests trying new places like Joyce Kilmer Park. We
sometimes sell near the community college, but most of the business there is gone
for the summer. On a hot spring day, Papá will sell there alone, while I am in class.
I watch as Papá scrapes the ice from the block, three movements of the cepillo
across the ice-block to fill a small cup, and six for a large. He hands the cup to me,
and I take the order, before choosing the bottle of syrup to pour over the top. The
most popular flavors are tamarindo, cherry and crema de coco. I reach into the cup
full of straws and put one in the ice, then wrap the cup in a napkin before serving
the next customer.
Customers often come in groups, whole families, mom, dad, and kids. Often,
those who don’t speak Spanish ask, “How do you make it? Where does the ice come
from? How do you make the crema de coco? How much do the bottles cost?”
I answer patiently, but even if I knew the secret recipe to my grandma’s crema
de coco I would not give it out!
“What about you?” the Walton Avenue guys tease. “Are you gonna do this
when you grow up?”
“Two large,” orders the tall guy in the Chicago Bulls hat. “Make sure you work
hard in school so that all your grandfather does for you is worth it.”
When a customer asks for the large cup size, and then claims she wanted a
small, I negotiate a discount on the cup she already has. Another customer doesn’t
like the passionfruit, so I get him to try it mixed with tamarindo, but he still isn’t
satisfied, so I give him another frio-frio that is just plain cherry.
Our competitor, the guy with the baggy clothes and the hat brim turned to the
side, draws up, parking his carrito right in front of ours.
“Oh... tienen vasos? O servilletas?” he asks, even though he has his own. “¡Denme
algo!” He tries to get supplies from us so that he doesn’t have to buy them himself.
“Tu tienes los tuyos,” laughs my grandfather, waving him off.
“¡Maldito, estupido!” he curses, “¡No compre su piragua!” He starts counting a roll
of bills in front of us.
I say as little as possible, not engaging in his banter.
An ice cream truck that parks next to us is more successful at taking away our
first-time customers. They look at the icees suspiciously, and settle for Mr. Softee.
For three summers, I have helped my grandfather sell frio-frio in the street. I
sacrificed my summer days to walk around in the hot sun, but I saved $600 to buy
my own computer. More importantly, my grandfather, who never went to college,
taught me a lot about working hard to achieve what you want.

Yomaris Espinosa
“Yes, we would prefer the Dijon Mustard.”
The plan was that my father would give me a list every two days, then I’d call.
Although I had translated for my father before, calling companies was a whole new
level. Not only was I representing my father but an entire business! The first time
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that I made a call, I believed the receptionist would mistake me for a toddler with
a high-pitched voice and hang up. It had happened once before when I called the
doctor’s office. I created hypothetical scenarios of all possible unfortunate outcomes.
I was intimidated.
“Good afternoon, this is Matisse Restaurant calling to place an order for tomorrow.”
When my father received a promotion from a line cook to sous-chef, one of
his new responsibilities was to order food from produce companies. Not knowing
perfect English, he couldn’t pronounce the names of certain ingredients. After hearing some of his attempts, I volunteered to make the calls to help him keep his job. I
never pictured myself as a public speaker, but at the age of fifteen, I was making calls
for a busy French restaurant in Manhattan.
As I went down the list for the first time, an eruption of nervous laughter
overtook my body. I continued ordering food, but muted the mic in between items.
After my first attempt, I devoted more time to perfecting my pronunciation and
rehearsed each list at least twice before picking up the phone. I recorded my voice to
determine whether I was prepared to call. I found precise angles to hold the phone
and avoided muffles and murmurs. My responsibility became a game I called “Calling.” I rated my performance after each call and discovered new techniques to beat
my prior score. The quality of the calls improved and my father was able to focus on
other aspects of his job.
“Today we’ll need…”
Part of the job was to become familiar with the food-related symbols and
abbreviations, reading the list my father gave me to place orders by text-message
to suppliers. I made sure to type the hashtag symbol to represent weight in pounds
when I was ordering from Tony, but for Sid Wainer, I called his answering service
and spoke the words.
“1 case of mustard, 1 box of blueberries, 3 bunches of thyme.”
I learned to distinguish between cases, boxes, and bunches. When I ordered
three cases of apples instead of three boxes, my dad may have been reprimanded, but
he didn’t express it to me. I knew that I had embarrassed him and the company, and
that I had caused an inconvenience for everyone who had to deal with the return.
After that I ordered the correct amount of food and double-checked the amounts
before I called.
“Can you please deliver it by 11:00 a.m.?”
Looking back at my experience, I realize that a two-minute phone call is much
more than tapping ten numbers on a screen. I underestimated the difficulty of something I perceived as simple, but my failure taught me to devote the same amount of
effort into all tasks, big and small. By trying to help my father, I refined my communication skills.

Daniel Acosta 1
“What’s that on the smart board?” I asked during fifth grade science class. The
writing looked like a foreign language with curvy lines and notations superimposed
on a picture of the Milky Way galaxy. “Meet me tomorrow morning before lunch,”
Mr. Ronelus invited. “I will explain it to you.”
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The next day, Mr. R. gave me a nail, a wire, a DC battery and some paper clips.
He asked me to see whether the paper clips would be magnetized by the nail. It
seemed like a magic trick when the transformed paperclips were able to pick up others. Mr. R. explained magnetic induction, and field propagation, using phrases like
electrical flux and charge, which I began to understand after asking many questions
and concrete examples. I learned how electric currents move the needle of a compass,
but not the secret of the sinister equations on the smartboard. When I pressed him,
Mr. R. told me that multivariable calculus was something I would learn later.
Undaunted, I asked my father for a calculus book and he bought me the Cliff’s
Notes. A friend’s engineer father let me borrow a college textbook. Teaching myself
calculus was easier than learning algebra since it built on the concepts, and I didn’t
have to discover how to get from A to B for the first time.
Even though I was accepted into Brooklyn Latin, I came to my brother’s
school, which was an hour closer to home. Geometry and trigonometry were
required, so while I waited for calculus, Dr. Sinnreich, my trigonometry teacher,
advised me to help her revive the after-school math team. Soon, I was working with
a small cohort of mathletes on problems we had trouble solving by ourselves.
When we went to meets with the NYC math circle at NYU, I found out that
Stuyvesant students took classes in preparation for local, regional, and state competitions. Forced to see myself as average, I did not enjoy it.
In the beginning, I solved problems in a “bashy” way, counting separate cases
until a pattern emerged. I had no clue about number theory, recursive relationships
of integers, and the whole underlying field of prime numbers. I filled my notebook
with new ways of rewriting polynomials in terms of functional equations, and solved
number theory problems using what I learned about finding digits of powers. I
moved on to Jensen’s inequalities and Diophantine equations.
Improving on my mediocre score at the American Mathematics Competition,
I attained one of the highest scores at the South Brooklyn Invitational, using what I
learned from collaboration in the mock power rounds in NYC math meets and applying my new skills to Purple Comet online. I prepared myself by doing thousands
of practice problems from previous competitions such as the USA Mathematical
Talent Search and the AIME.
At the same time, I became interested in tutoring. Einstein once said, “If
you can’t explain it simply, then you don’t understand it well enough.” I tested
my knowledge by helping struggling middle school students. Relwende could not
understand practical applications of divisibility rules until I reviewed the concepts,
using residues to find a term in a sequence. I modelled examples and led her through
problems until she understood. The Summer Youth Program paid me a stipend to
help high school students who were struggling with algebra. Dr. Sinnreich, busy
with her teaching load, designated me to coach the math team. I designed a curriculum, adjusted my expectations when I got esoteric, and adapted to the needs of the
students.
I recently read an elegant simplification of the Erdös Discrepancy problem. I
attended a lecture on sphere packing. I hope to one day contribute to the expansion
of the frontiers of mathematics. I want to study with mathematicians who are on the
forefront of the field and find my own cunning innovation.
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Daniel Acosta 2
At the New York Math Circle, I turned my news report into a poem, which
was later published in the newsletter. Poetry is as Dominican as chanting “¡Espaillat
que vamos!” at the 36th Dominican Day Parade after the election of the first Dominican to the U.S. Congress.
My father has written sonnets, novels, and articles for El Diario, yet attributes
his employment to his belief in God. He attributes the election of Danilo Medina as
president of the Dominican Republic to a supernal decision that kept him employed
in the uncertain career of a writer. My Spanish Composition teacher knows his work
and compares my writing to his, jesting that I am similarly abstract and poetic. My
father’s support for my academics, and writing, is as unwavering as his faith.
My parents want me to pray for the nutrients in my food, and to ward off
malignant spirits. My mother associates insects with evil spirits, and we throw salt
around the house for luck. It is easier to hold back scientific objections than to challenge my mother and face the consequences.
My family likes when I play Beethoven, but they love when I play Merengue
on the piano. My uncle taught me Derecho and Pambiche improvisation, and I have
taught him the Valse and Ragtime. My mom seizes on every opportunity to teach
me Salsa. “Uno, dos, tres, y—fallaste,” she corrects my feet, my hips, and my rhythm.
I last visited the Dominican Republic when I was nine. I loved the countryside,
the scent of manure, the coconuts from the palm trees, and the texture of the bedsheets. My father told me that eating coffee seeds could be fatal. We ate fresh guava
while the sun set. I learned that Maya tree spikes were used to herd the donkeys I
learned to ride, clumsily.
Straying far from my grandmother’s house, I followed a dog toward the barn,
where the dairymen guided the cows into milking stalls. My uncles turned milk into
cheese, adding part of a cow’s stomach, partitioning the curd into chunks, squeezing
out excess liquid, adding salt, and covering the mold with a stone weight. I headed
back, stopping to pick leaves from jabilla and mint trees on my way. Even though I
haven’t been back to the Dominican Republic recently, it is always with me.

Tatiana Nunez
My sister Joemida enlisted in the U.S. Army when she got tired of selling little
kid dresses at Angel’s on Third Avenue. She went through rigorous physical training
before serving in Puerto Rico, Maryland, Virginia, Florida, and California. Now that
she has kids, she is in the reserves. The army has made her a tougher person, inspiring me to want more for myself. She encourages me to go for my future career in
law enforcement. Her husband is an MP, so she is able to give me more information
about the job.
I have had the privilege of being raised by strong women who showed me what
it means to be independent and how to speak up for myself. I always try my best to
be a hard-working, responsible Puerto Rican woman like them. Tita, my adoptive
grandmother, stayed positive even as she lost her memory to Alzheimer’s. Mamá, my
grandmother, took care of me even when she was fighting cervical cancer with pneumonia. Abuela, my great-grandmother, made pasteles and Puerto Rican finger foods,
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even though she needed a wheelchair. My mom raised me on her own and took in
other people’s children, who I consider my siblings. Following in the tradition of
these strong women, I have begun to find my place.
When I was twelve, I was walking through Hunts Point, a little in front of my
mom, when a construction worker catcalled me, “Hi beautiful!”
I ignored him, but I stopped walking to wait for my mom.
“Hey, you with the blue shirt!”
I was the only one with a blue shirt. My mom caught up, heard him and
threatened to take him to the precinct across the street.
“That’s my daughter you are talking to like that! Why do you think you can talk
to kids that way?”
“I just wanted to say hi. What’s wrong with that?”
I learned that things like this don’t stop unless I stand up for myself. I learned
how to defend myself verbally and physically.
On indeed.com I found a job as a cashier for the Icon Quick Park, at Yankee
Stadium. One day I had to manage two lanes on my own. One of my bosses came to
my section because there was no supervisor. He came over to talk to me, saying that
he had heard some good things about me. Just as a car full of men pulled up to my
lane, the boss took a phone call and disappeared while I dealt with the customer.
“Can I tell you a joke?” asked the driver. Before I could say yes or no, he made
an extremely vulgar sexual comment, and started to laugh in my face. His friends
joined him in harassing me, and before I could say anything, he sped off. The joke
was not funny, and it made me feel very uncomfortable. During my time at the
garage, I learned to ignore most rude customers, and stood up for myself when necessary, even when a new supervisor tried to put me down.
In this job I got a glimpse of what could be in store for me in law enforcement. In this profession, I will probably face difficult situations that will require me
to use the skills I learned at the garage. It was a relief that I always had police officers
somewhere nearby in case a situation got out of hand. I only had to call on them
once, to support a coworker. I made good connections and observed the way the officers dealt with people. Since I saw the same officers every day, I got to know a few
of them and they told me about their jobs. I don’t know what branch of law enforcement I want to pursue, but I still have time to decide. My experiences and my family
have given me good examples to follow.

Astrid Jimenez
“Astrid, you are not going be anybody in life.”
When I did my health presentation on verbal abuse, I was hesitant, about to
give up. I took deep breaths and shared my story with strangers, to let them know
that it is important to find a voice. The details of my personal story made me tear up,
but I continued. Many people in the audience were crying, including my teacher. I
received supportive hugs. Some classmates told me they related to my story. Others
texted me to commend my bravery. The presentation wasn’t about daring; it was
about healing. People don’t know what you’re going through unless you speak up.
My story was heard, and I felt a weight lift from my shoulders.
“You are going to be unsuccessful igual que tus hermanos…just like your sib-
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lings.” All I wanted to do was stay in school, but I felt like running away. Where was
I supposed to go? Being a woman and an immigrant means I need to work harder
than others, but it was especially challenging to be in a dysfunctional relationship
with someone I was supposed to look up to... my dad.
I did not feel comfortable at home. My siblings and my mom knew what I was
going through, but they either did not want to help me or were afraid. To feel safe,
in case he came into my room and started hitting me, I locked myself in a tiny coat
closet, and sat on the cold floor, among the shoes.
I started to think of suicide as a way out.
But I knew that hurting myself was not the way out. I told myself, “I have a lot
of potential. I have a very bright and wonderful future ahead of me.” I couldn’t get
there by myself.
During freshman year, I could laugh with my friends, but the moment I was
alone, I felt as if I was in a deep hole, or in that cold closet. In my English journal,
I wrote “I need help… help me!” I realized I should not be in a household where I
was scared to step out of my room. For my research project I chose to study verbal
abuse. I learned that emotional maltreatment can cripple and handicap a child emotionally, behaviorally and intellectually. My father was bringing my mom and me
down with just his words.
The domestic violence counselor at my school helped me to file an ACS report.
My mom and my siblings refused to testify. My brother pretended not to understand English. My sister told the school counselor about the physical abuse that she
suffered, but didn’t share with the social worker. Mom characterized my father’s
behavior as “discipline.” Everyone was angry at me.
“How can you do this to our dad; he brought us here and put a roof over our
heads.”
The case was dismissed because of insufficient proof. There wasn’t evidence that
I was physically hurt.
I went to therapy in school, and saw another therapist at the clinic. Social
workers came to check the living conditions and to make sure I was being fed.
I avoid my father by staying in my room. I don’t talk to him much. He doesn’t
like that I visit friends, but they are my support system. I play softball, take self-defense classes, and sing in the glee club. I take classes at the Hostos Community
College, where I have learned language to describe my father’s overactive Id.
I am a victim of verbal abuse, an issue that should be talked about more often.
Even though I plan to study physical therapy in college, I can’t stand by when I
see someone engaging in abusive behavior. I’m not afraid to speak up. My name is
Astrid Jimenez. I am an immigrant and a survivor. This is my story.

Lorianny Rodriguez
When Morillo came back from visiting the Dominican Republic, my grandmother wasn’t going to accept him back. Their three-year relationship was full of
conflict. Toward the end, he had been giving her his own medication for conditions
that she didn’t have. She takes five pills a day for her heart and circulation, but he
was giving her diabetes medication instead. She discovered that he was involved with
other apartments that he acquired illegally. Even though she paid the bills with the
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help of my mother and my uncles, Morillo’s name was the first one on the lease, and
he was trying to evict her to give the apartment to his family. Madre changed the
locks. Morillo sent one of his sons to kill her.
Madre looked through the peep-hole, and recognized the man, but didn’t
know why he was there, so she opened the door with the chain attached. He tried to
force his way in. My uncle, Juan Carlos, was ready to fight Morillo’s son with a knife,
but Madre stood between the men and tried to slam the door. She got it closed, but
ended up with an injured hand.
Madre got an order of protection against Morillo, and took the case to family
court. I couldn’t help my grandmother make better choices, but I was able to help
translate her documents. I told her all of the things she needed to bring, like her
passport, proof of payment, and the doctor’s records of the treatment for her hand.
The court tried to relocate her for her own protection, but she didn’t want to go. She
kept the apartment.
At home, I open envelopes about immigration papers, since my mother is
trying to get my father here. My dad is a mechanic in DR and my mom is a home
attendant here in the United States. They have been together from a very young
age, but they have been apart for five years, hoping to reunite here. The language
and rules are difficult to follow. Many of the forms are online, and my mother isn’t
comfortable with computers. I make sure she knows the urgency of deadlines, and
work with her to provide the necessary information. I helped Juan Carlos with the
paperwork so that he could sponsor his wife and three children. They arrived last
Christmas. Maybe my father will be the next person.
When my sisters are home from school, I stay with them. My mom needs my
help understanding the official notices and permission slips sent by the school. I lead
her through the form, showing time, place, what the girls need to bring, the information Mom needs to give, and where she needs to sign.
When Mom tries to help the girls with homework, she does it for them. I am
able to explain, and trick them into doing it. Alianny likes to draw and doesn’t like
math, I get her to practice her numbers by singing. I get her to count by marking
lines on paper. When she counts on her fingers, I encourage her to keep a number
in her mind, while she counts to a higher number on her fingers. Lirianny talks a lot,
unstoppable. I try to get her to write—about me, our family, school, and her friends.
On days when we stay home, she claims to have no homework, so I have her write.
A lot of college papers are now coming to the mail box; these go directly to me.
Even though the family documents should be more stressful, the expectations are
higher when the applications I fill out affect my own future. I am working hard to
make sure everything is done early.

Jarlyne Zuniga
Standing in front of her dresser, tilting her head to the left and to the right,
my older sister applies her foundation. For years I watch how fast her fingers move
as the bags under her eyes disappear, as her skin begins to glow and as her mascara
makes her eyes get wider. Until she moves to Brooklyn, she does my mother’s makeup and helps her look fashionably dressed. But when she moves, I become the one
to make mom look good. Every time she goes out with her friends, Mami asks, “¿Me
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puedes hacer mi maquillaje?” Mami only speaks Spanish, so I happily reply “¡Si!” My
mother means more than anything to me.
When my father disappears, my brothers and I try calling him, but he never
picks up. When he does call, it’s out of the blue. Before the first day of school, Mami
told him to buy our supplies, but he came two weeks after school had already started,
after she had already bought them. One Saturday, he took my brothers and me to
McDonald’s, and gave us each 100 dollars.
“Buy what you need,” he said. “You know yourself better than I do.”
“You don’t need to see him,” my mom would tell me when I was little. “He’s
not in your life.” Now I realize that he never really tried to see me as much as I wanted to see him.
To pay the bills, my mother babysits. On weekends, I change diapers, feed
babies, and put them to sleep, but since summer, I have been interning at a law firm
that specializes in immigration, family and civil cases.
“Good Morning! Marisel Rodriguez Law Firm. How can I help you?” Most of
the time, clients demand to speak to the lawyer. When someone says, “I want someone who actually works there,” I answer respectfully, “My name is Jarlyne, and I am
an intern, but the lawyer is with a client, so she can’t get on the phone right now; I’ll
take a message and make sure she gives you a call.”
Other than filing and making phone calls about court dates, I interact with the
clients and ask them questions for their citizenship applications. Most want better
opportunities for their kids. Others need protection from the government in their
original country. One man was caught using a fake Social Security number, but still
hopes to get his papers. In another case, a couple got married for papers, but fell in
love.
My aunt tells me I should be a lawyer, but my real calling is social work. When
my older brother stopped going to school, shoved my mother and talked about
cutting himself, a social worker showed up at our door. Another one came because
my sixteen-year-old brother started smoking and stopped going to school after my
grandmother passed away. The social worker came to check on all of us, but mostly
my brother.
“How do you feel?” she asked. “Are you safe?” At first, I didn’t like talking about
my problems, but after a while, I opened up.
When my mother was pregnant with me, my father was already with another
woman. When I went to Ecuador, I saw his two other sons from a distance, but I
have only encountered them on Facebook, where they posted messages saying my
brothers and I are adopted and unloved. Now, my father has a new baby with his
girlfriend in New Jersey. My mother suffers from depression and anxiety yet raised
six kids with the help of my aunt and grandmother. Every time I do Mami’s makeup I study her face, admiring how strong and beautiful she is. My dream is to give
Mami a better world. I want to make my mother, grandmother and aunt proud of
everything I do and everything I become.
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Miguel Abreu
My life is like a manga comic; Jojo’s Bizarre Adventures are parallel to my experience, and I can prove it.
My home is like stopped-time, disconnected and reasonably peaceful compared to everything outside of its range. Once I leave the comfort of my bed, table,
computer, and clown painting, it seems that everything is more dangerous and
strange. The violence outside makes me want to take the safety of my stopped-time
state with me, but I know there’s a time limit. Jojo can only stop time for 5 seconds
before he has to defend himself. I, too, have to leave my stasis and venture forth.
Inanimate dangers seem to be more alive than the people who spread them
throughout the neighborhood. Needles lay about the street, unmoving, but lurking
like Dio the vampire, waiting to pierce flesh with his deadly fingers. Drained of
color, eyes sunken, the victims of heroin shamble past. I don’t see them shooting up,
but I know that they are going, like minions of Dio, to the shooting gallery nearby.
In every plot, an avatar of Jojo faces a different villain, such as Kars the ultimate devourer of vampires or Kira the mass murderer. Every trip to school poses a
different hazard. A car cuts another one off, and one of the drivers punches the other
in the face. A man and a woman stomp down 3rd Avenue side by side, shouting,
“You’re using me for my money!” A street vendor stops a thief from stealing his bag,
only to be beaten nearly to death for having the audacity to defend his property. I
don’t see all the violence, but it affects me like the ripple in Jojo, spreading through
me even when I am not a witness.
Josuke, in part four, has the power to return things to their original form. If I
had that power, I could change everything. Repairing the addicts and the other broken people would bring new life to the South Bronx. Returning my father’s back to
its original state would allow him to go back to his construction job. There are some
things that are in no need of repair, including my mom and dad’s relationship. Some
things need to end for new ones to grow from them. Even with super powers, I
couldn’t fix that, because you can’t fix something that is beyond repair. Even Josuke’s
power can’t bring dead things back to life.
Just like a new part in Jojo, a plot ends but a new one is around the corner.
Each day may present the same mechanics, controls, and rules I must follow to
be able to advance to the next stage. Dio may seem to die, but comes back more
ferocious. The challenges may get bigger, but I feel more prepared after each victory,
like graduating from high school while getting an Associate’s degree, and going on to
get a Bachelor’s degree. Each stage, while similar to the last, adds unique obstacles I
must face and overcome.

Corina Leyva
At first, I thought that Mr. Lopez was talking about dodgeball. I wasn’t good
with names of sports. Then I saw a glove and ball and I realized I was wrong. My
mother loves the Yankees. I’ve been near the stadium and played next to it, but have
never been inside. I never knew there was a sport like baseball for girls.
The softball team was the first team I ever was on. I was scared. I didn’t know
how to catch a ball, how to bat, or how to throw properly. I got up at 5:30 a.m. two
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or three times a week during the fall to practice at the playground. On the first day,
we did drills for the entire session. Ladders were laid out, and Mr. Lopez started to
talk about salsa dancing. I don’t know how to dance, so I did not understand. “Put
one foot in, one foot out.” I was walking on the ladder and jumping. I had to put
one foot in between the rungs and the other outside of the rails.
Next, I ran into the outfield. Lopez called “ball!” and I turned my torso back
to look for the ball while continuing to run. My feet got tangled and I fell forward. I
lifted my chin, trying not to bust my face!
During the second week, Mr. Lopez brought out gloves. I was afraid of getting
hit with the ball “If you move away,” he shouted, “you are never going to get the ball
in the glove!” That’s what I kept hearing for the first couple of months when I was
trying to get familiar with the sport. When I really did get hit on the nose with the
ball, I teared up. It hurt a lot, but the fear became manageable. I knew the pain so I
learned to either catch it or get out of the way. Nobody wants the pain, but nobody
avoids it by cringing or screaming.
When I see scared new players, I tell them, “Once you get hit, that’s when you
are able to get over the fear.”
During my sophomore year, I practiced regularly and began to gain confidence.
I started watching videos about batting stance and how to catch. It taught me how
to hold the bat up, not smashing the ball, hitting up instead of down. I became
aware that I was holding the bat too close to my waist, not level with my ear, knees
bent. I changed the position of my arm, put my leg back and choked up on the bat
to hit harder. When I changed it up, I started to notice that I was hitting more popups than grounders. Sometimes I was lucky and the ball landed before the fielder
could get it. When I got on base for the first time, I was relieved for a moment, but
then felt anxious and attentive, listening for signals from the bench, and watching
the pitcher for an opportunity to steal.
Since my building caught fire, I have commuted to the Bronx from Brooklyn,
and my parents haven’t allowed me to attend morning practices and evening games.
To do that, I need to leave at 4 a.m. and reach home after 8:30 p.m. Afraid I would
be attacked on my way home, Mom said I couldn’t play. On nice days and weekends,
I get together with my friends and practice. I miss the feeling of anticipation and the
adrenaline. I plan to play again.
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Plays [excerpts]
Blessing Brown

Transetter

Characters
Brianna: 17-year-old transgender female.
Dereck: 17-year-old confused teen who shows interest in Brianna.
Justen: Dereck’s best friend, 16, also shows interest in Brianna.
3 Strangers: Ignorant bystanders who ask too many personal questions.
Justen: Hey, you’re Brianna, right?
Brianna: Sure am.
Justen: So like I heard that you was tryna talk to my son and he found out you’re a
dude, but not to be rude or anything, is it true?
Brianna: Is what true?
Justen: Are you a dude?
Brianna: Mentally, no.
Justen: So that’s a yes—
Brianna: Any more questions you have to ask me?
Justen: So wait, like you have a d—
Brianna: FREEZE. You know why are people like this? Like if I wasn’t trans my life
would have been much easier. The minute people find out I’m trans I get—
Stranger 1: So like you’re a boy?
Stranger 2: Do you have breasts?
Stranger 3: What’s your real voice?
Stranger 2: You don’t look like a man.
Stranger 1: You’re pretty, for a trans girl.
Stranger 3: So do boys freak out when you tell them?
Dereck: Wait, I’m not gay.
Justen: (Unfreezes in real time) So wait like you have a d—
Brianna: DON’T, ask that question, I have too many people asking me weird ass
questions like that already.
Justen: Sorry, I was just asking.
Brianna: Do you think that maybe the questions you ask are insensitive, ignorant
and can hurt some people’s feelings?
Justen: I never saw it that way.
Brianna: How about you see it this way, what if you were in my shoes, how would
you feel if people asked you these questions constantly every day?
Justen: I mean I don’t know I don’t see myself in that kind of light.
Brianna: Well, just know that whenever you ask people questions about themselves,
don’t be ignorant. You wouldn’t want to be seen in that kind of light, either.
(Walks away.)
(End Scene)
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Cindy Baez

Aftermath

Characters
Sunny: 17-year-old female.
Mary: 14-year-old female, Sunny’s cousin.
Jordan: 16-year-old male, Sunny’s neighbor.
Mary: Put the Doritos and Ben & Jerry’s down, we need to talk.
Jordan: Yeah I know, I know. Listen, I just sort of freaked out. It was my first time
too… and my head wasn’t clear. I just ran home and spoke to my brother about
what we did, he told me that you and I needed to talk about it. I’m sorry for storming out, I realize how much that must’ve hurt you.
Mary: I had no idea. I didn’t stop for a moment to think about how you felt.
Jordan: No, Mary, it’s me who should be saying that. I did not treat you like I
should’ve, and there is no way to defend myself.
Mary: We’ve both been drinking. Let’s just sit down for a moment.
Sunny: Don’t sugarcoat what happened just because you feel sorry for him. Speak
the truth. Both of you.
Mary: I am speaking the truth. I’m not afraid anymore.
Jordan: I made you feel afraid?
Mary: I wasn’t afraid of you necessarily. I was afraid of being judged by everyone.
Sunny, Grandma, you. I’ve fulfilled the stereotype that hispanic girls always have sex
young and get knocked up. I felt like I ruined the pretty perfect image of our family
that Grandma worked so hard to make.
Sunny: That perfect image was bullshit. Instead of teaching us to think for ourselves
she taught us to shut up and do only what she says.
Mary: I knew I had to defend myself from the scrutiny that was coming, I just
didn’t expect it from you.
Sunny: I shouldn’t have attacked you like that, especially after such a vulnerable
moment.
Jordan: And I shouldn’t have left either. Sorry isn’t enough. Anyone with common
sense would have known not to just walk away. I acted so stupid. I also fulfilled
the stereotype of the bum hispanic male that fucks girls without caring about them.
Leaving made it seem like it was just a quickie, but I do care about you.
Mary: So why did you pressure me? If you’ve never done it before, wouldn’t you be
more cautious and nervous? After I said fine you didn’t give me a second to think—
Jordan: I know I know—
Mary: You know that wasn’t right!
Jordan: What do I say? What can I do? I fucked up. I can’t take it back. That doesn’t
make it okay. It doesn’t make you feel any better. Call me a piece of shit, I deserve it.
Do anything, because I don’t know how to fix this.
Mary: What was going through your mind? Did you think I was happy? Your
mother ever tell you how to treat a girl?
Jordan: No. When she would be cooking dinner and my paps had a bad day at
work, or even a really good day at work, he would pull her by her apron and lead her
to the bedroom or the bathroom or even to the couch if he thought I was sleeping.
He would make her do what he wanted and she never said a thing. She would just
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go right back to cookin’ afterwards, even if she was crying. He never hit her, he
bought us everything we needed, and he would take me to school. It didn’t feel right,
what he was doing to her. But she never said no. She would always give him a kiss
goodbye and a kiss goodnight. I thought that’s what people do when they love each
other. You didn’t cry, so I thought you were alright. I thought you liked it.
Mary: How… the fuck? How the fuck did you think what he was doing to her was
okay? People aren’t alright when they cry!
Jordan: I didn’t understand why she was crying. But I do now. I thought that it was
her duty as a wife or some shit. I just—fuck. I feel so guilty—as I should. Please,
what do I do?
Mary: I don’t know! I don’t fucking know. I wanted to pretend like everything is
okay, like I’m unphased by what happened. But I’m hurt. No, you’re not a rapist, at
least not in the law’s eyes, but you hurt me. My heart and mind.
Jordan: I did something wrong to you. I didn’t take a moment to ask if I was moving too fast. I didn’t ask if you were okay. When you said no, I didn’t listen. I pressed
you until I got the answer that I wanted. Then I left. I’m the monster here. The
shame is on me, not you.
Mary: I want to move on… You want me to forgive you? Okay, I do. Just go.
Jordan: I’m sorry.
(End Scene)

Alexis Grijalva

Hope or Despair?

Characters
Hope: Younger Brother, 15.
Ronny: Older Brother, 21.
Ronny: Now the thing is when we are out here, there is a sense of somebody watching you. Do you feel it?
Hope: Yeah, I’m kind of shaking.
Ronny: It’s never good to have that feeling. You need to be able to control your
emotions in dire situations. The way I got used to it is breathing in and out. Try it.
Hope: *Inhales and Exhales* The feeling went away. That was pretty simple.
Ronny: Good! It took me so long to get used to this feeling. I’m glad you got used
to it right away. I think you have the potential to get through this.
Hope: You really think so?
Ronny: Most definitely. At this rate you’ll become better than I am at this. You
won’t even need me to go out with you.
Hope: I could take your shifts! That way there won’t be any danger for you now that
you’ve turned 21.
Ronny: Maybe so. Think of the present now though.
Hope: Alright. Are we there yet?
Ronny: Yes, yes we are.
Setting: Underground Fallout Shelter
Ronny: Here we are. The abandoned fallout shelter.
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Hope: Made for protection against nuclear warfare? Yeah the government is full of old
white dickheads. “Hey let’s kill a portion of humanity’s population.” Great idea!
Ronny: I can see the sarcasm. Anyways, I come here everyday. This place is stacked
with food that can last for years.
Hope: Are you the only one that knows about this place?
Ronny: That’s like asking me if I have friends in this world.
Hope: Soooo there are more people?
Ronny: No nobody knows about this place. I haven’t seen a human encounter since…
last year.
Hope: Well I can see that the Adult Extermination Plan is working out.
Ronny: Ha, very funny. Alright, just take enough food and supplies for the day and
we’ll be good. It’d be greedy of us to take everything in here anyway.
Hope: Got it.
(They start picking up food and putting it in their bags. Hope gets curious and asks a
question.)
Hope: So, where does my name come from?
Ronny: (Stares with a blank expression) What do you mean?
Hope: Like my name isn’t very ordinary I guess… Why is Hope my name?
Ronny: That’s not important right now. Just fulfill the task and don’t ask any questions.
(A sudden crash on the surface above the siblings occurs.)
Ronny: We have to go now. How coincidental this happens when I take you out the
first day of survival. Remember what I taught you.
Hope: If that’s the robot we have to run as fast as we fucking can.
Ronny: Come on, let’s go.
(As soon as Ronny exits he sees the robot and rushes back inside.)
Ronny: It’s here!
(End Scene)

Kousso Monnet

The Smartass

Characters
Daichi Kurama: Male, 16, main character.
Yori Azuma: Male, 17, antagonist.
Saza Yuki: Female, 16, Daichi’s best friend.
Paris Azuma: Female, 15, Yori’s younger sister.
Lights up on a classroom during a free period at 12:35 p.m. at Jiren Tokyo High School
on a bright April day. Somewhere, importantly, a window is open wide, allowing the
spring breeze to flow in. Daichi Kurama, 16, with black hair, enters with Saza
Yuki, 16, with orange hair.
Yori: DAICHI! You’re the one that touched my sister?!
Daichi: (Sighs) Here we go again. Listen, Yori. I didn’t put my hands on your puny ass
excuse of a sibling—
Yori: (Kicks Daichi’s desk to the floor and grabs him by the collar) Don’t lie to me, Ku-
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rama. I’m pretty sure that if we were able to hold a class trial, everyone in this damn
room would find you guilty.
Daichi: (Smirks) Now why is that? Because all of you hate me?
Yori: It’s because no one knows what’s going through your thick skull! You’re always
messing with other people for fun, and this time, I’m not the one. Now tell me. Did
you touch Paris or not?
Daichi: Even if I did, what are you going to do about it? Beat me up? I’m not scared
of you. At least not anymore.
Yori: Don’t test me.
Daichi: Oh, I totally will. (Looks around the room) Where is that creature, anyway?
(PARIS walks in, her cheeks red. She stands behind YORI and points at DAICHI.)
Paris: He’s the one that touched me, big brother. Do something about it!
Daichi: Oh, that’s Paris? (Sizes her up) Dammit, guys. I have standards. If I was to
touch someone, it definitely wouldn’t be that malnourished rat standing behind you.
I like girls with big tit— (YORI punches DAICHI in a fit of rage.)
Yori: Don’t get smart with me! Don’t talk about Paris like that! She’s my sister! She’s
just a freshman!
Daichi: (Rubs his face in pain) A freshman?! Are you trying to say that I enjoy
touching little kids now…. Say, France, I don’t remember going anywhere near you
at all today. So unless you’re off your meds and seeing things, your story is fake.
Paris: I’m not lying! Why would I make this up?!
Daichi: Because you wanna be relevant! You’re probably just trying to give me a bad
rep since your brother already hates me. (Shoo’s PARIS away with his hand) Go back
to being irrelevant elsewhere.
Yori: Kurama, I’ve just about had it with you. This is serious business here! Paris
claims she’s been touched by you and you don’t even care?
Daichi: (Yawns) Why should I? Besides, even if I do get in trouble, I’d probably do
it again just to fuck with you.
Yori: So you did touch her?
Daichi: (Shrugs) I ain’t saying that I did, but I ain’t saying that I didn’t.
(SAZA looks up from her book and twirls a finger through her orange hair.)
Saza: Double trouble again? If Daichi says he didn’t do it, then he didn’t do it. What
part of that don’t you understand? If you guys wanna bully someone, do it somewhere else. It’s getting kinda stale.
Daichi: She’s right, fam. (Picks up his desk from the floor and sets it upright. He sits
in his chair and put his feet up on the desk.) It’s not fun anymore, being the victim
of your stupid skits. Pick on someone else. I’m not the one who touched Croissant—
uh, I mean Paris.
Saza: Sexual harassment is a pretty serious issue and joking about it isn’t funny.
Daichi likes to mess with people’s minds, but he would never go that far. I’ve known
him for longer than you people have…. I won’t allow you guys to sully his name.
Daichi: Aw, thanks. Sully’s a big word, though.
Paris: (Tears well up in her eyes.) Yes, he did! Since you guys don’t believe me, I’ll
tell the story of what happened.
(End Scene)
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